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M icrosoft Corporation is investing in Southeast Asian 
ride-hailing firm Grab as part of a partnership that the two 
companies said will allow them to collaborate on 

technology projects, including big data and artificial intelligence. The 
companies did not disclose the deal value, but Grab has said that it 
plans to raise roughly US$3 billion by year-end, of which it has 
already raised US$2 billion. Singapore-headquartered Grab has 

taken its ride-hailing business to 235 cities in eight countries in 
Southeast Asia in the past six years. It is looking to transform itself 
into a leading consumer technology group, offering services such as 
food and parcel deliveries, electronic money transfers, micro-loans 
and mobile payments besides ride-hailing. Grab will work with 
Microsoft to explore mobile facial recognition, image recognition 
and computer vision technologies to improve the pick-up experience. 

MICROSOFT TO INVEST IN GRAB

TOYOTA AND SOFTBANK IN FIRST EVER ALLIANCE 

T
oyota Motor Corporation and SoftBank Group Corporation 
are teaming up to develop self-driving car services, signaling 
deepening alliances between top automaker and tech firms 

as the global race to develop autonomous cars intensifies. Japan’s 
biggest automaker and its most influential tech firm will jointly develop 
a platform to operate self-driving vehicles which can be used as mobile 
shops, hospitals and other services as they envision a future in which 
fewer people drive their own vehicles. The tie-up shows that even big, 
well-funded firms want to share costs and expertise in pursuing 
promising but risky automotive technologies that have yet to gain 
widespread consumer acceptance. The joint venture will start small 
with initial capital of 2 billion yen (US$17.5 million). SoftBank will own 
just over half of the business, which will initially focus on Japan and 
eventually go global.

GOOGLE TO BUILD CLOUD FACILITY IN INDONESIA 

T
echnology giant Google has announced plans to establish a 
Google Cloud Platform region in Indonesia next year to 
strengthen its business and capture a larger customer base. A 

Google Cloud Platform (GCP) is a suite of cloud computing services 
that runs on the same infrastructure Google uses internally of its 
end-user products, such as Google Search and Youtube. It provides a 
network of remote servers to manage, store and process data for clients 
such as tech firms, e-commerce platforms and online gaming 
companies. Google Cloud’s expansion in Indonesia is part of the tech 
giant’s US$30 billion investment in cloud computing infrastructure in 
the Asia-Pacific region over three years. Besides Indonesia, Google is 
also planning to build cloud facilities in Hong Kong and Osaka. 
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INDONESIAN GOVERNMENT TO OFFER MICROLOANS TO TOURISM SMEs

T
he government will start disbursing subsidized loans to 
micro, small and medium enterprises to increase revenue 
from the sector and boost the country's foreign exchange 

reserves. The government previously only allocated such loans towards 
migrant workers and SMEs in the trade, agricultural, service, 
manufacturing and fisheries sectors. It has earmarked US$8.3 billion 
for SMEs this year, or 12 percent more than last year. Tourism 
contributed around US$16.8 billion to Indonesia's foreign exchange 
last year, second only to the palm oil sector. The government seeks to 

increase this by 20 percent to around US$20 billion this year. The 
loans will be disbursed by 41 banks and nonbanking institutions and 
carry an interest rate of 7 percent. In comparison, state-controlled 
lender Bank Rakyat Indonesia charges 17.5 percent interest on 
unsubsidized microloans, while its peer, Bank Mandiri, charges 18.75 
percent. Businesses such as travel agencies, art studios, souvenir 
centers, tour guides, tourism transportation services, food and beverage 
providers, accommodation establishments and handicraft industries can 
apply for loans of up to Rp 500 million under the program.

HONDA TO INVEST IN GM’S SELF-DRIVING CAR UNIT 

H
onda Motor will invest US$2.75 billion and take a 5.7 per 
cent stake in General Motors’ Cruise self-driving vehicle 
unit, to jointly develop autonomous vehicles for deployment 

in ride services fleets around the world. Honda, which has lagged 
many of its rivals in developing self-driving vehicles, is paying US$750 
million upfront for the equity stake in GM’s Cruise and will contribute 
another US$2 billion over 12 years in development work and fees.The 
deal calls for Honda to provide engineering expertise and extends 
cooperation between the pair in a technology that has enormous costs 
and risk but no market-ready products.

NO SIGNBOARD TO BRING SOUTH KOREAN 
FRIED CHICKEN CHAIN TO SINGAPORE AND MALAYSIA 

F
ood and beverage operator No Signboard Holdings, well 
known for its seafood eateries, has snagged an exclusive 
master franchise deal to sell Mom’s Touch Korean-style 

fried chicken in Singapore and Malaysia. No Signboard plans to 
open the first store in Malaysia in 2019 will and launch another 
seven more on either side of the Causeway within the first three 
years of the agreement - whether on its own or with suitable 
sub-franchisees. 
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FIAT CHRYSLER AUTOMOBILES (FCA) PREPARES FOR PLUG-IN HYBRID  

F
iat had kicked-off preparations for the production of a 
plug-in hybrid version of the Jeep Renegade as the 
carmaker pushes ahead with its electrification drive to 

meet tougher emissions rules. The world’s seventh-largest 
carmaker said in June it would invest 9 billion Euros in electric and 
hybrid cars over the next five years to become fully compliant with 
emissions regulations across regions. It also pledged to phase out 
diesel engines in European passenger cars by 2021. The Jeep 
Renegade plug-in hybrid, expected in the market in early 2020, will 
be produced at FCA’s Melfi plant in southern Italy, which is 
already churning out the combustion engine version of the model 
and the Fiat 500X crossover. By 2022, FCA plans to offer a total of 
12 electric propulsion systems, including battery electric vehicles 
(BEV), plug-in hybrids (PHEV) and full hybrids.

SINGAPORE GLAD TO BE ‘GOLDILOCKS’ FOR ENERGY USAGE EXPERIMENTS  

A
s the world tries to curb carbon emissions, Singapore 
could be a testing ground for new ideas on how to reduce 
energy use through data and urban design, according to 

Chan Chun Sing, its trade and industry minister. Singapore is using 
data on how different industries and segments of the population use 
energy to optimise its electricity system, Mr Chan said in a 
Bloomberg Television interview. It’s also experimenting with how 
designs and material choice in buildings can reduce energy 
consumption, such as for air conditioning. The city-state of about 5 
million people is small enough that it can make changes to its power 
grid at a system level, yet large enough that the lessons from those 
tweaks can be applied to larger markets, Mr Chan said. That will 
allow Singapore to share its experience with the rest of the world.

A irports of Thailand (AOT) plans to invest US$4.26 
billion to expand the country's main airport as it expects 
an increase in passenger arrivals. Suvarnabhumi Airport 

will add a second satellite terminal, a third terminal and a fourth 
runway to bring its capacity to 150 million passengers per year in 
its fourth and fifth expansion phases from 2021 to 2030. AOT, a 
prime beneficiary of Thailand's tourism boom, has seen profits 
jump with arrival numbers, but has been unable to cope with 

overstretched capacity. Passenger arrivals are expected to touch 
100 million per year over the next 10 years, A train service linking 
terminals would also be added. Suvarnabhumi airport currently 
has a capacity of 45 million passengers per year, but handles 60 
million instead. Overcapacity has led to poorer service quality, 
complaints about long immigration lines and deteriorating 
infrastructure. Thailand expects tourist arrivals to reach 37.5 
million this year, up 6 percent from 2017. 

SUVARNABHUMI EXPANSION DUE TO ARRIVAL RISE 
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P etronas is expected to produce oil this month from the 
D28 offshore oil field, which is about 85 kilometres 
northwest of Bintulu. The wellhead platform, the final 

component of the D28 phase one oil drilling project, is ready for 
installation at the field in a few days time. Sarawak Deputy Chief 
Minister, Tan Sri Dr James Masing launched the sail away of the 
D28 topside, which was constructed by OceanMight, a subsidiary 

of KKB Engineering. OceanMight had earlier completed the D28 
jacket which was installed at the oil field in August 2018. The 
D28 phase one is a greenfield project located in the Balingian oil 
and gas fields and has a water depth of 35m. D28 has 5.44 
million stock tank barrels of recoverable oil reserves. Petronas 
vice president Zakaria Kasah said D28 was expected to produce 
5,000 gallons of oil a day. 

PETRONAS EXPECTED TO PRODUCE OIL FROM D28 

SINGAPORE AND INDONESIA 
TO DEVELOP FINTECH TALENT 

T
emasek Foundation International and 
Ngee Ann Polytechnic (NP) will 
partner with Indonesia’s Ministry of 

Research, Technology and Higher Education 
(MoRTHE) to deliver a new programme that 
encourages an exchange of knowledge among 
academia, industry partners and regulators in 
the fintech industry. A memorandum of 
understanding was signed by MoRTHE’s 
Director of Learning, Dr. Paristiyanti 
Nurwardani, and NP’s Principal, Mr Clarence 
Ti. Over the next three years, the three parties 
will collaborate to implement a FinTech learning 
programme for higher education providers in 
Indonesia. Some 180 academic leaders and 
faculty from Indonesian tertiary institutions will 
work towards developing a fintech curriculum 
and capability. The programme will span over 
two semesters, ending in 2020. 

DELL EMC PARTNERS UP WITH HSBC TO DIVERSIFY 
FINANCING PORTFOLIO 

D
ell EMC and HSBC announced a 
partnership that will expand Dell EMC’s 
channel financing portfolio for its 

partners in Malaysia, Indonesia and Philippines. 
The broadened portfolio will offer partners with 
alternate sources of capital and working capital 
management, allowing them to fast-track delivery of 
digital, IT, security and workforce transformation 
solutions for their customers. Dell EMC’s partners 
can realise two key benefits through the working 
capital solutions program in the form of adaptive 
credit, flexibility of scaling up and down on credit 
limit based on business dynamic and seasonality. 
This enhanced financial flexibility is specifically 
engineered to more closely align technology 
expenses with actual usage, freeing up budgets to 
enable new offerings for customers to drive digital 
transformation. It also offers greater predictability, 
and helps reduce costs and the financial risks 
associated with the adoption of new technologies. 

RHB TOUCHES MORE THAN 6 000 
LIVES ACROSS ASEAN 

R HB Banking Group touched the lives 
of more than 6,000 underprivileged 
and marginalised members of the 

community particularly children and youths 
through its annual RHB Touch Hearts initiative. 
Currently into its third year, the corporate 
responsibility programme which was themed 
‘Enriching the Community’, saw 33 teams 
comprising 14,500 employees embarking on 43 
initiatives revolving around education, environ-
ment, infrastructure, community well-being and 
wellness. In June this year, RHB was accorded 
“Best Community Programme Award” category 
under The Global CSR Awards. This prestigious 
award recognises RHB for its high levels of CSR 
commitment and for leadership in CSR and 
corporate ethics. 
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MALAYSIA INTERNATIONAL 
MARINE EXPO (MIMEX) 2018
7-9 NOVEMBER 2018  
KUALA LUMPUR CONVENTION CENTER
marine-malaysia.com  

M
IMEX 2018 is a event 
that brings an interna-
tional congregation of 

companies together in Malaysia. It is 
slated to be Malaysia’s most com-
prehensive international business 
platform encompassing all aspects 
of safeguarding, ship building, ship 
repairs, shipping, maritime engi-
neering, offshore engineering and 
technology, ports and logistics. The 
event is the meeting point for the 
global maritime community in Ma-
laysia, a region where the industry 
remains buoyant and strong growth 
is set to occur. Malaysia Internation-
al Marine Expo 2018 will also bring 
together leading industry buyers 
and sellers. 

WORLD’S LEADING WINES
7 NOVEMBER 2018 
LE MERIDIEN KUALA LUMPUR
worldsleadingwines.com

T
his event showcases prod-
ucts like various kinds of 
wines, spirits, sparkling 

wine, champagne, and delicatessen, 
oils and vinegars, beer product and 
much more. Reputable wine buyers 
attend the World’s Leading Wines 
events due to the international range 
of quality wines being shown, the 
selected group of award winning 
producers, and the seniority and ex-
clusivity of the trade attendees. But 
most importantly, their interest is in 
the new wines available for their 
portfolios. At the request of senior 
trade buyers, the World’s Leading 
Wines events only feature wineries 
of internationally recognised quality. 

IFN INVESTOR FORUM 
14 NOVEMBER 2018 
LE MERIDIEN KUALA LUMPUR 
redmoneyevents.com

C
overing all aspects of Sha-
riah investments across a 
variety of sectors, asset 

classes and markets, the IFN Inves-

es. The Motor Show provide the 
public with opportunities to see 
what is new in the automotive indus-
try and to get a sneak peek at the 
future as well. 

SINGAPORE FINTECH FESTIVAL 
12-16 NOVEMBER 2018 
SINGAPORE EXPO fintechfestival.sg

T
he world’s largest plat-
form for the global Fin-
Tech community is back. 

Singapore FinTech Festival 2018 
will feature a series of exciting 
events including Fintech Conference 
and Exhibition, Global FinTech 
Hackcelerator Demo Day, AI in Fi-
nance Summit, FinTech Awards, In-
novation Lab Crawl, Workshops 
and an expanded Investor Summit 
comprising of ‘FinTech Day’ and a 
new component ‘Meet ASEAN’s 
Talents and Champions’ (MATCH). 

ASIA PACIFIC FOOD EXPO 
15-18 NOVEMBER 2018 
SINGAPORE EXPO 
asiapacificfoodexpo.org.sg

T
he Asia Pacific Food 
Expo (APEE) 2018 re-
turns for another year as 

one of Asia’s largest scale food event 
with both local and overseas exhibi-
tors exhibiting their quality produce 
for consumers. APEE 2018 aims to 
bring the best food from the Asia 
Region into Singapore and groom 
Singapore in becoming the food hub 
of Asia. This year, visitors will be 
treated to products exhibitions and 
sampling from overseas. Visitors are 
guaranteed the opportunity to dis-
cover the latest product as local mer-
chants have identified the exposi-
tion as the best launching platform 
for new and innovative products. 

FOODEAT 
20-21 NOVEMBER 2018 
SETEC, SEOUL foodeat.net 

F oodeat combines a tradi-
tional exhibition with 
business meetings which 

will guarantee a return on invest-
ment in the exponentially growing 
and attractive market for fine food. 

The exhibition is the first of its kind 
in the Northern Asia region. An ex-
hibition of the booming fine food 
segment of the Asian market with its 
250 million consumers, Foodeat 
will take place in Korea as it is 
known as Asia’s laboratory for new 
trends, as well as for its attractive lo-
cal market.

JAKARTA STONE FAIR 
14-17 NOV 2018 
JI EXPO HALL D, JAKARTA  tgexpo.com

T
he International Natural 
Stone Fair will be held in 
Jakarta this year, exhibit-

ing stones like precisely machined 
marble which is used in various 
ways in the present world. Exhibi-
tors from sectors like Natural Stone, 
Stone Products, Marble, Granite, 
Natural Stones Machinery, Equip-
ment, Tools and Consumables, 
Stone Quarries, Processed Blocks 
and Excavation Machines will take 
part to showcase their products. 
The trade show will be expecting up 
to 5000 visitors and 500 exhibitors. 

CHINA FISHERIES & SEAFOOD EXPO 
7-9 NOVEMBER 2018 
QINGDAO INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION 
CENTER, CHINA  chinaseafoodexpo.com

C
hina Fisheries & Seafood 
Expo (CFSE) showcases 
products from the sea-

food industry. Access the world's 
largest and fastest-growing seafood 
marketplace, exhibitors can connect 
with top buyers at Asia's premier sea-
food event. CFSE will feature more 
than 1,500 exhibiting companies 
from over 100 countries. As China’s 
international seafood trade grew 
from US$4.2 billion in 1996 to 
US$20.4 billion by 2010, CFSE grew 
as well to become the second largest 
seafood exposition in the world. 

tor Forum 2018 will focus on the 
biggest opportunities, latest develop-
ments and trends as well as potential 
issues that may arise as far as Islam-
ic investments are concerned. The 
wide-ranging program will include 
multiple and varied formats and ses-
sions including issuer case studies to 
maximize engagement and outcome 
from the high-level event.

MRO ASIA 
06-08 NOVEMBER 2018 
SINGAPORE EXPO
mroasia.aviationweek.com

A
viation Week is excited to 
launch Commercial Avia-
tion Services Asia-Pacific 

this year in Singapore. Positioned to 
be the premier event for airline op-
erators, MROs, manufacturers, sup-
pliers and OEMs, the content deliv-
ered at this event will provide a 
“nose to tail” experience for attend-
ees and establish the conference and 
exhibition as the leading program 
for industry professionals. The Exhi-
bition Hall will host more than 5000 
attendees and feature 200+ compa-
nies displaying their products, solu-
tions and services along with the 
Singapore pavilion, managed by 
AAIS.  It will also host the Inflight 
Pavilion, Workshop & Awards, the 
premier regional event dedicated to 
IFEC and cabin technology. 

KUALA LUMPUR INTERNATIONAL 
MOTORSHOW 
23 NOVEMBER-2 DECEMBER 2018 
MITEC, KUALA LUMPUR  klims.com.my/

K
LIMS 2018 is billed as 
the largest automotive in-
dustry event in Malaysia. 

The 10-day show is set to showcase 
a range of motoring machines from 
passenger vehicles, commercial ve-
hicles, motorcycles, accessories, etc. 
There will be concept cars, perfor-
mance cars and new model launch-
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APPLE WATCH SERIES 4    

W
hat makes this new series a better choice? The Apple Watch Series 4 is the biggest design update since the watch launched in 
2015. The Series 4 cuts down the bezel surrounding the screen, effectively squeezing larger screens into the same size chassis. 
It is still a squarish-circle but the look is much more refined. Apple cut the depth of the Watch from 11.4mm to 10.7mm, so it is 
less bulbous on your wrist. The rear heart-rate sensor has been completely redesigned this time around, promises more 
accurate heart-rate sensing, step tracking, fitness detection and even fall detection, which will automatically call 911.

BY 
RAEFAH AB 
RAHMAN 

BENTLEY BENTAYGA V8    

I
n the earliest days of motor 
racing, competitors called 
Bentley’s creations “the world’s 
fastest lorries”. Now, that idea 
has come true in another guise 

- the Bentayga V8 SUV, pumping out 542 
bhp and an earth-shaking 770 Nm of torque. 
Occupants need not bother themselves with 
such power though, as the Bentayga V8 
comes luxuriously appointed with seven 
hand-stitched leather seats, wood veneer, and 
a dynamic ride which smooths out all those 
speed bumps and potholes. Maybe it’s now 
the “world’s most luxurious lorry”?

LOCKY SMART KEY OVERLAY 

T
urn your key into a smart one with this 
product. Compatible for almost every key, 
this device combines the features of smart 
locks and key trackers. You do not have to 
replace your lock and virtualize the key to 

find out the status of your door. The minimalist key 
overlay simply tracks your key usage and sent the data to 
the app, so you always have control. For example, you 
will receive an instant unlocked door notification when 
you forget to lock the door while leaving the house. 
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FORD OJO SCOOTER    

E
lectric scooters are basically a dime a dozen these days. But few companies have been able to scoop up all the things 
that people like about them — solid range, fun to ride, smart features — and put them all together in a well-built package 
like California company Ojo Electric. The Ojo Electric scooter has a bountiful 25 miles of range, which can be doubled 
with an add-on battery pack. It has a top speed of around 20 miles per hour and is properly quick in the highest 
performance setting. The Ojo Electric scooter has a bountiful 25 miles of range, which can be doubled with an add-on 

battery pack. It has a top speed of around 20 miles per hour and is properly quick on the highest performance setting.

BASEUS MOSQUITO KILLER    

S
till using traditional 
methods for mos-
quito control? Baseus 
designed a mosquito 
trap device called the 

Mosquito Killer that efficiently 
rids a space of mosquitos rather 
than relying on airborne or 
electric solutions. The critters are 
lured in with a UV light when at a 
certain wavelength. It then sucks 
in the mosquitoes with its strong 
vortex of seven blades to eliminate 
the pests. There are setting 
options that control the strength of 
the device to fit sleeping sched-
ules, producing less noise. It can 
also be easily cleaned as there is a 
tray set within the gadget with a 
simple removable net. 

PETPRESSO SMART CAT CARE    

K
eep your cat in the pink of health 
always. The Petpresso actively 
monitors the eating and drinking 
habits of your cat. As these are 
usually the first indicators of any 

problems, you get notified as soon as there is an 
abnormality. It works with weighting sensors to 
determine when your cat eats and drinks. A built 
in microcontroller and Wi-Fi connection provide 
you with all the information you need. Inside the 
app, you can manage how much food is dispensed 
and even set feeding times. 
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S
     ince the dawn 

of the 
millennium, our 
economy has 
increasingly 
moved from the 
‘traditional’ 
economy to the 
digital economy. 
The term 

‘digital economy refers to an economy that is 
based on digital computing technologies, 
although we increasingly perceive this as 
conducting business through markets based on 
the Internet and the World Wide Web. 
        Through the digital economy, ASEAN 
and the world are living through a remarkable 
economic and societal transformation, 
driven by technology. In this changing world, 
economic growth and competitiveness are 
increasingly tied to the digital economy, which 
is a key driver of jobs, business creation, 
and innovation. And today’s digital economy 
is where people all over the world share 
ideas, learn new skills, and gain access to the 
storehouse of human knowledge.
        This technology revolution has been 
dramatic. Since 2000, Internet user growth 
has exploded exponentially across the region, 
with Indonesia recording growth of 1,400 
per cent, the Philippines with 1,385 per cent, 
and Thailand with 660 per cent. The region 
will still see staggering growth statistics: the 
total number of Internet users in the region is 
expected to grow from 260 million in 2015 to 
480 million by 2020.
        The digital economy has also had a great 
impact on jobs and growth. According to data 

compiled by Google and Singapore’s Temasek, 
Southeast Asia’s digital market would have 
reached US$50 billion in 2017 and could 
exceed US$200 billion by 2025. Of that, 
e-commerce could rise to US$88 billion from 
the projected US$10.9 billion in 2017 and 
US$5.5 billion in 2015.
        At the recent SME CEO Forum, Rizal 
Nainy, Deputy CEO (I) of SMECorp stated, 
“E-commerce is a critical component of the 
digital economy. Realising the significant 
contribution of e-commerce to the economy, 
the National eCommerce Strategic Roadmap 
(NeSR) has been developed. Under the 
Roadmap, the Government has set a target 
to double the e-commerce annual growth rate 
from 10.8 per cent in 2016 to 20.8 per cent in 
2020, with GDP contribution of more than 20 
per cent (RM211 billion) by 2020.”
Becoming a truly digital economy requires 
more than an online platform that connects 
consumers, businesses, suppliers, and 
payment networks. It is about facilitating and 
promoting greater participation in the digital 
value chain. Shaping the digital economy 
is all about governments and businesses 
collaboratively pushing the envelope and 
fostering inclusive growth.

WHAT IS THE DIGITAL ECONOMY? The term 
‘digital economy’ was first coined in Don 
Tapscott's book The Digital Economy: Promise 
and Peril in the Age of Networked Intelligence, 
first published in 1995. This was among the 
first books to consider how the Internet would 
change the way we did business. The concept 
of the digital economy was refined further to 
include the following components:

THE DIGITAL POTENTIAL
  e-infrastructure (hardware, software,  

  human talent resources etc).
  -business (how business is conducted, any  

  process that an organization conducts over  
  computer-mediated networks, eg 
  the Internet).
  e-commerce (transfer of goods, eg when  

  goods are sold online).

These components are not discrete – in fact 
new applications are blurring boundaries and 
adding interconnected complexity, for example 
social media, the Internet of Things (IoT), and 
blockchain technology.
        Therefore, the digital economy is not 
limited to traditional business models. It 
encompasses every aspect of modern life: 
entertainment, health, education, business to 
banking, the ability of the citizen to engage 
with government and society to stimulate 
new ideas and help influence political and 

“E-commerce is a critical 
component of the digital 

economy… the Government 
has set a target to double the 
e-commerce annual growth 
rate from 10.8 per cent in 
2016 to 20.8 per cent in 

2020, with GDP contribution 
of more than 20 per cent 

(RM211 billion) by 2020.”

Rizal Nainy, Deputy Chief 
Executive Officer (I), 

SMECorp
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social change. Its pervasiveness has already 
penetrated our daily lives: Malaysians 
transacted a total of RM463.7 billion online in 
2016; WhatsApp conveys 65 billion messages 
daily; and revenue in the Malaysian online 
shopping sector reached RM12 billion in June 
2018, with two-thirds of consumers using their 
smartphone to make these purchases.

HOW SHOULD STAKEHOLDERS ENGAGE 
WITH THE DIGITAL ECONOMY?
Digital technologies, done right, can be a 
powerful enabler for Asian economies and 
economic growth. Investment in digital 
infrastructure contributes to productivity in 
the same way as other forms of infrastructure, 
and by boosting productivity and opening 
up new channels of commerce, economic 
growth can be enhanced beyond what would 
otherwise be the case. As such, digital tools 
can support policy agendas and facilitate the 
achievement of opportunities for businesses, 
consumers, and government.

But how can it do that?
  For businesses, digital can help encourage

trade in the region by helping businesses, 
particularly small businesses, access global 
markets.

  For consumers, digital can provide
opportunities in terms of connectivity, 
mobility, and social networks.

  For governments, digital can drive
the development of public infrastructure, 
particularly around smart cities, which 
can help them overcome infrastructure 
development hurdles.

With the rapid pace of technological 
advancement and innovation, there are 
obviously many other benefits hitherto 
undreamed of, in the business, consumer, 
and government realms. The coming Fourth 
Industrial Revolution, which is driven by these 
digital innovations, will bring further gains in 
productivity and efficiencies for businesses, 
but with a yet unknown impact on society, for 
better or worse.

ENGAGEMENT FOR BUSINESSES
Nevertheless, the use of Internet and 
digital technologies makes businesses more 
efficient, innovative, nimble, and agile. All 
organisations, from very small businesses 
through to multinational corporations, can 
benefit from digital technologies. According 
to research by Deloitte, SMEs are more likely 
to innovate than larger firms, as they tend to 
have a greater appetite for risk and, hence, 
are better placed to pioneer and use new 
technologies.

        In particular, startups in ASEAN are 
embracing the digital economy like no other 
region. According to Temasek, there are 7,000 
startups in the region riding on the digital 
economy wave. 80% of these are based in 
Singapore, Indonesia, and Vietnam. Together 
they have received US$ 1.1 billion in 2015 in 
355 deals, accounting for 88% of investments 
went into Singapore and Indonesia, including 
65% for the region’s giants:

  Grab
  PropertyGuru
  Trikomsel
  Qoo10
  iCarsClub

Digital technologies are attractive to startups 
as they can bring together more options for 
business, increasing competition and choice. 
Similarly, SMEs can also take advantage of 

THE DIGITAL DIVIDE
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the relatively low cost of implementation 
of a digital strategy. This has benefits for 
consumers and sellers in the form of a broader, 
more competitive marketplace.
        To be effective in the digital marketplace, 
a business still has to stick to the basics: be 
able to attract consumers by providing its 
products in a manner that is convenient, 
attractive from a cost perspective, and instil 
customer confidence in the quality of the 
product and ease of transaction. However, 
with the help of digital technologies, Asian 
SMEs can obtain a competitive advantage 
through greater marketing and exposure, 
connecting to a greater audience. In some 
cases, it can even spur the growth of exports 
for SMEs.

ENGAGEMENT WITH INDIVIDUALS 
AS CONSUMERS
Individuals are also embracing and driving 
change, at least where the technology is 
available and affordable. The digital economy 
has the potential to open up a range of 
opportunities for consumers, from connectivity 
and mobility to access to social media and 
digital banking, and this can support economic 

growth and development.
        Digital is driving connectivity in Asian 
countries, from mobiles connecting consumers 
in rural areas to improving liveability and 
convenience in urban areas, particularly 
as urbanisation throughout Asia results in 
congestion and environmental challenges. 
In Indonesia, for example, consumers have 
embraced mobile Internet in a country where 
difficult terrain has inhibited investment in 
fixed-line communication. There are over 
1.3 mobiles per capita in Indonesia, and the 
trend has been away from 2G phones towards 
phones that can access the Internet. 
        A survey by Nielsen in 2011 found that 
Indonesians who do use the Internet were 
more likely to access it on their mobile phones 
than in any of the other major countries in 
Southeast Asia. There has been strong take-up 
of social media; in May 2016, Indonesia was 
ranked 4th in the world in terms of number of 
Facebook users (78 million), behind India, the 
United States, and Brazil.
        The Internet has reached most people in 
Brunei Darussalam, Malaysia, and Singapore, 
but more than 70 percent of Cambodia, 
Indonesia, Laos, and Myanmar remains 

offline and can’t fully participate in the digital 
economy. But as these emerging economies 
come online, they are unburdened from legacy 
infrastructure, and can leapfrog established 
players in a way similar to disruptive 
technologies and startups. By investing in the 
latest technology infrastructure, such as 5G 
mobile Internet, and laying high-speed fibre 
cables, these economies can take advantage of 
the latest innovations without having to justify 
moving off older technologies.

ENGAGEMENT BY GOVERNMENTS
Policy commitment and coordinated effort is 
vital for the development of connected digital 
infrastructure. Consistent digital laws and 
regulations, and a regional policy framework 
for data sharing, cloud computing, online 
privacy, and cybersecurity are key to the 
development of digital connectivity. When 
information can flow seamlessly via data 
centres and digital payments platforms, and 
goods are moved efficiently from warehouses 
to distribution hubs, a sustainable digital trade 
ecosystem can be created.
        Digital technologies can help countries 
leap over development hurdles, increase 
productivity, and boost economic growth 
– technological advances and falling prices 
mean that even countries without extensive 
telco infrastructure are able to take advantage 
of the digital economy. Innovation is 
increasingly based on digital technologies 
and business models that effectively utilise 
ICT. As innovation is a key driver of 
economic and social gains, encouraging 
businesses and individuals to fully embrace 
digital technologies should be a priority for 
governments. Indeed, governments have a 
strong incentive to provide the private sector 
with policy incentives to encourage this 
investment.

WHAT’S NEXT?
With the breakneck speed of innovation 
happening at the moment, it is not beyond our 
thinking to imagine more invention as well as 
disruption in the future. Existing technologies 
may be harnessed in new ways, while new 
innovations will no doubt push the envelope as 
to what is possible.
        New dimensions in doing business have 
been made possible with the digital economy. 
It has been said that Uber, the world’s largest 
taxi company, owns no vehicles. Facebook, the 
world’s most popular media owner, creates no 
content. Alibaba, the most valuable retailer, 
has no inventory. And Airbnb, the world’s 
largest accommodation provider, owns no 
real estate. The Internet has facilitated this Source: SAP, The Digital Economy: Disruption, Transformation, Opportunity
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“Financial inclusion is a very 
important factor in reducing 

poverty and increasing 
prosperity. By virtue of 

its guiding principles and 
technological potential, 

Islamic fintech holds the key 
to supporting SMEs, through 
low-cost, digital and shariah-

compliant products.” 

Salmaan Jaffery, Chief Business 
Development Officer, Dubai 

International Financial Centre

new paradigm, from iterations of direct-
to-consumer models like PC maker Dell, 
or direct bookings with airlines or hotels. 
The new ‘interface layer’ model connects 
customers with suppliers, being the thin 
software interface that customers look, feel, 
and ultimately trust.
        This model is being pushed to new 
forms in the increasingly competitive world 
of fintech. In emerging economies, fintech is 
not just a convenience solution, but is also 
used to kick-start the financial journey for the 
unbanked population, as well as democratise 
the process of raising capital for business. 
Salman Jaffery, chief business development 
officer of the Dubai International Financial 
Centre, in terms of fintech on Islamic 
finance, notes that, “The Middle East, Africa 
and South Asia (MEASA) region is one of 
the fastest growing markets in the world. 
The majority of the population are Muslim 
and an astounding 70% remains unbanked, 
lacking access to financial institutions 
and religious non-compliance cited as key 
obstacles. Financial inclusion is a very 
important factor in reducing poverty and 
increasing prosperity. By virtue of its guiding 
principles and technological potential, 
Islamic fintech holds the key to supporting 
SMEs, through low-cost, digital and shariah-
compliant products.”
        The blockchain is also another 
innovation which has the biggest potential 
for disruption since the Internet in the 
late 1990s. As the underlying technology 
behind Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, 
blockchain technology enables transparent 
and immutable record-keeping. It has the 
potential to lower banking transaction costs; 
enable source tracking in logistics; ensure 
immutable patient records and many more 
applications that involve record-keeping. 
Furthermore, smart contracts baked into the 
blockchain can further reduce the cost of 
contractual transactions, e.g. lawyer’s fees, 
storage costs etc. On blockchain and Islamic 
banking, Jaffery has said, “Blockchain can 
revolutionise Islamic banking by adapting 
standard Islamic finance contracts to smart 
contracts and cutting cost of services by up to 
95% with an immutable record of ownership 
and assets.”
        Whatever comes next in the digital 
economy, businesses need to be agile and 
adaptable. The pace of disruption will only 
grow faster, and the maxim of ‘survival of the 
fittest’ certainly applies in this new age. 
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S
helter, food, water, 
clothing. These are the 
basic needs that we need 
to survive. Of course, if 
one can afford to travel 
or eat out, it’s more 
likely than not that one’s 
basic survival needs are 

well taken care of. However, as we travel, we 
depend on others to fulfil those needs – to 
varying degrees of adequacy.
        The concept of hospitality, which refers 
to the relationship between a guest and a host, 
has been around since the first human sought 
to be a traveller. Cultures across the world 
abound with tales of poor families entertaining 
lone travellers with whatever little they have, 
only to be handsomely rewarded for their 
hospitality when their guest turns out to be an 
important figure. 
        Of course, modern hospitality now is 
more associated with etiquette and entertain-
ment than a matter of survival. Hotels and 
F&B outlets cater to customers with leisure 
time and disposable income, who are looking 
for new experiences. The modern traveller is 
probably not looking to drop uninvited into 
a peasant’s home – instead they are seeking 
out refined experiences commensurate with 
their budget and expectations of contemporary 
customer service.
        In response, the hospitality industry has 
come up with unique, innovative offerings 
tailored to the customer’s desired experience. 
But it is not easy for established hospitality 
industry players to break the cookie-cutter 
mould that defines hospitality chains 
throughout the world. And the increasing 
democratisation of information has laid bare 
their shortcomings with review websites 
available to all with an Internet connection. In 
this issue, SME explores the challenges and 
opportunities of an evolving hospitality, food 
service, and tourism industry.

HOTELS – INNOVATE OR PERISH
According to the UN World Tourism 
Organisation, in 2017, Malaysia was the fifth 
most visited country in Asia Pacific with 26 
million tourist arrivals. However, this fell short 
of the Government’s initial target of 31 million 
tourist arrivals. Despite this, the Malaysian 
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HOLISTIC SME PROTECTION 
SOLUTIONS FOR UNFORESEEN 
CIRCUMSTANCES

S
mall and 
medium 
enterprises 
(SME) 
constitute  
more than 98 

per cent of businesses in 
Malaysia and are one of the key 
areas of growth for Vision 2020. 
This sector is expected to 
contribute up to 41 per cent of 
Malaysia’s GDP by 2020.*
        One of the challenges 
that most SME owners tend 
to overlook is the need to 
manage risks with fewer 
resources, while dealing with 
the various concerns relating to 
running a day-to-day business. 
Running a business always 
involves financial risks but 
Business Insurance can assist 
entrepreneurs in reducing 
uncertainty while ensuring 
an effective management that 
protects the core elements of an 
SME’s operation.
        Prudential Assurance 
Malaysia Bhd (PAMB) has 
launched a business solution 
called PRUbiz beyond that 
focuses on protecting SMEs 
against uncertainty and risk. 
While the majority of SMEs 
will typically have insurance 
to protect their assets, such 
as their premises, stock, and 
vehicles, the human asset of the 
business is often left uninsured, 
potentially threatening the 

future growth of a business.
        Nearly all businesses 
have one or more ‘key person’ 
whose skills and expertise 
make them difficult to replace. 
Often, these people are business 
owners, but they could also be a 
managing director, CFO or sales 
manager. The absence of these 
key persons can be the biggest 
single risk to the profitability 
and even the very existence of a 
business – especially for SMEs 
where the relative impact will be 
much greater.
        PRUbiz beyond by 
Prudential is a specially 
designed proposition for 
SMEs. It provides tailored 
life insurance solutions that 
protect SMEs against the death, 
disability and critical illness 
of a key person by providing 
Keyman protection, Credit 
Risk protection and Business 
Continuity protection.

KEYMAN PROTECTION Keyman 
coverage insures the business 
against the financial loss 
resulting from the premature 
death of a key executive. A small 
business could suffer a disruption 
in sales, creditor confidence, and 
customer relationships as a result 
of the loss. 
        In addition, the business 
could incur significant expenses 
for recruiting and training an 
experienced successor. 
        Keyman Protection 
helps to manage these risks 
and ensures the company has 

sufficient funds to keep the business going in the short term before a 
successor takes charge.

CREDIT RISK PROTECTION Should an unfortunate event of death were 
to happen to a business owner, it could affect the business ability 
to repay a loan or personal guarantee that could put the business’ 
profitability at risk. 
        For instance, a bank may decide to recall a loan or take control 
over assets that would impact the business’ sustainability. 
        Business protection provides liability protection that ensures the 
SME can repay money owed in the unfortunate event of a premature 
death of the key person/ guarantor.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY PROTECTION Business partners and 
shareholders are the backbone of the business. If a business partner 
or major shareholder dies, the family of the deceased partner is likely 
to inherit their share of the business, while the surviving partners may 
struggle to find the funds to buy out the family’s share. 
        Business continuity protection will ensure that the interest in 
business is properly protected and smoothly transferred to the heirs in 
the highest value. 
        It also allows a smooth transition and succession of the business 
interest minimising unnecessary interruption to the business 
continuation. This in return will instill confidence into employees, 
suppliers, customers, banks and others.
        There are no doubts that the SME sector will continue to be a 
major driver of business growth across the region. Business owners 
would do well to keep an eye on the future sustainability of their 
business with robust business protection planning as presently many 
view insurance as an unnecessary expense, while others who may 
believe it to be important, see it more as a luxury instead of a necessity. 
        The fact is that SMEs need to realise that insurance is a necessary 
investment, rather than an ancillary cost.
        PRUbiz beyond comes with various added values through 
partnerships with established partners such as RHB Trustees, Baker 
Tilly, Cycle & Carriage Bintang, KDU University College, CIT Travel 
and Oris. These partnerships are meant to complement and support 
the entrepreneurs in providing them with a business solution that can 
access to various services be it tax advisory, trustee services and even 
lifestyle privileges. 
        It gives confidence and a peace of mind to SME entrepreneurs 
while delivering the best service to their customers.

*Source: https://smeinfo.com.my/profile-of-smes

PROTECTING 
YOUR SME’s FUTURE 

To learn more about PRUbiz beyond, please visit 
www.prudential.com.my/en/our-services/prubiz-beyond 



        However, it is precisely this dismissal 
that creates opportunity in this sector. 
Tours and activities represent another big 
opportunity for travel brands to leverage 
what’s known as ‘adjacent spaces’. These 
are the spaces between the plane and the 
hotel, where leisure travellers spend the bulk 
of their time at. While the travel industry 
often gets preoccupied with the big sectors 
(hotel and air), spending on activities is often 
overlooked. Travel activities, the aggregate 
of in-destination spend on tours, activities, 
attractions, and events, is the third-largest 
segment in travel and accounts for 10 percent 
of global travel revenue (roughly twice the size 
of the car rental market).
        In ASEAN, group tours are still popular 
with families and older travellers, who seek 
the convenience of ground logistics and a tour 
guide. However, the traditional package tours 
are falling out of favour with millennials, who 
look for an ‘authentic’ local experience, in 
the vein of backpacking travel. A new breed 
of tour operators, who offer tailored experi-
ences for small groups, are increasingly active 
to take advantage of this demand. They are 
digitally savvy and advertise their services 
online. For travel brands, the right partner-
ships in the tours and activities space could be 
a key stepping-stone to bigger ecosystems and 
driving experiences for their guests beyond the 
walls of their properties. 
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hotel sector has seen several high-profile hotel openings in the period ending 3Q 2018, including 
Banyan Tree Kuala Lumpur, Sofitel Damansara, and Element Kuala Lumpur by Westin. 
        Furthermore, the burgeoning meetings, conferencing, and exhibitions (MCE) sector is 
driving hotel growth in city centres. Countries are vying with each other to promote themselves 
as a hot MCE destination in order to garner a major piece of this new industry pie. Singapore and 
Hong Kong are top MCE destinations in Asia already. With fast economic growth witnessed in 
Asia there has also been a remarkable growth in the outbound MCE industry. Travel companies 
have also started specializing in delivering MCE services and activities. The outbound MCE 
industry tries to maximize revenues from the corporate traveller as it forms an integral part of the 
leisure travel sector.
        Some industry analysts, however, consider the prolonged strength of the hotel sector to be 
a cause for concern. Historically, hotel performance has proven to be cyclic, with long runs of 
growth often followed by intense downturns. With the last down cycle occurring in 2010, some 
speculate soft market conditions to be imminent, particularly because cycles generally occur every 
10 years. However, despite pockets of uncertainty, those bullish on future hotel performance 
seem to outnumber industry detractors.
        While the outlook for the hotel industry is generally positive, brands who fail to innovate risk 
losing market share. With just a few swipes in a travel app, today’s consumers can compare more 
hotel and private accommodation options than ever before. Along with unprecedented choice, 
however, comes unprecedented expectations, and a traveller that does not favour “run-of-the-mill” 
hotel experiences. With hotel reviews and virtual tours at their fingertips, travellers can easily sniff 
out “big-box” properties that fail to offer something truly unique and memorable.

FOOD SERVICE – DIFFERENTIATION ON THE HORIZON
As adults in the region put in more hours at work than ever, they are spending an increasing 
proportion of their budget eating out. In response to this, more and more food service options 
are mushrooming to serve this demand. Similar to the hotel industry, increasing competition, the 
proliferation of online reviews, and cyclical demand portend challenges for any existing or would-
be food service operator.
        In particular, over the past decade or so, there has been an influx of private equity capital 
into food service and supply firms in the United States and Europe. Seeking exit strategies from 
the failing dot-com era, banks and private equity firms began injecting billions into the restaurant 
industry during the early 2000s. While the trend has yet to catch on in ASEAN, it is only a matter 
of time before it does. 
        Therefore, the level of competition in this area is unprecedented. Success in this environment 
requires players to innovate and differentiate themselves from the pack.

  EMBRACE THE EXPERIENCE: In today’s competitive restaurant marketplace, successful brands need
to do much more than offer good food at a reasonable price. They need to deliver a 
differentiated customer experience along with their meals. But differentiation is not so simple. 
It requires restaurants to execute on all dimensions of the customer experience: value, menu, 
quality, and the right managers and employees to tie it all together.

  DOMINATE DELIVERY: A swell of food delivery apps have permanently changed consumers’
expectations of when and how they get their food. For some brands, the shift to third-party 
digital distribution can translate to massive exposure and order volume. For others, it 
represents a missed opportunity to engage directly with their customers, understand their 
preferences, and build better relationships – not to mention lost revenue.

  COMPETE WITH NON-TRADITIONAL PLAYERS: The days of high-volume foot traffic at overcrowded
mall food courts are mostly over. A rising penchant for unique food experiences, authentic 
local menus, and convenience are drawing customers away from traditional brick-and-mortar 
locations as they explore alternatives such as pop-up food kitchens, food trucks, restaurants 
in premium grocery stores, subscription-based meal kits, and even privately hosted meals 
enabled by the sharing economy. Traditional players should consider the risks of sticking with 
traditional strategies.

TOURISM – BACK FROM THE BRINK Tour operators have largely been dismissed, as the market 
is incredibly fragmented, lacks standardization, and is digitally inept. More than 80 per cent of 
gross bookings are made offline. Unlike the hotel booking sector, the tour operation sector has yet 
to undergo the digital transformation needed to centralize inventory and make online distribution 
possible on a global scale.
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C
olombia is the third largest 
populated country in Latin 
America (48.7 million 
inhabitants) and 75% of its 
population is defined as urban. 

Recovering oil prices and infrastructure 
investment, along with improved private 
consumption growth, will help to lift GDP 
growth to 2.5% in 2018 and to an average of 
3.3% in 2019-22, with expansion driven mostly 
by domestic demand. GDP per capita in 2017 
was estimated at US$14,418.

MARKET TRENDS Despite its potential as a 
timber producer, Colombia has not developed 
its wooden furniture industry. China has been 
decreasing its market share but still dominates 
the wooden furniture import market in three 
categories; dining tables, upholstered wooden 
frame seats, and non - upholstered wood frame 
seats. Brazil has displaced China as the domi-
nant supplier of wooden bedroom furniture, 
whereas Italy has maintained its position as 
the top supplier of wooden kitchen furniture. 
        Malaysia is competing in five of the six 
furniture categories:

  Wooden Dining Tables Furniture 
(ranked as the 8th largest supplier and 
holding 3.0% of import market share),

  Wooden Bedroom Furniture 
(9th largest supplier and 1.8% of  
market share),

  Wooden Kitchen Furniture 
(3rd largest supplier and 15.5% of  
market share),

 	Wooden	Office	Furniture	
(6th largest supplier and 1.3% market 
share, and,

  Upholstered Wooden Frames 
(6th largest supplier and 2.4% of  
market share). 

The latest available figures for the period 
January-May 2018 indicate a recovery 
of Malaysian wooden furniture exports 
registering US$0.410 million, an increase of 
18.8% compared to same period of last year. It 
is a significant increase considering that during 
the same period of 2018 the overall import 
market for wooden furniture in Colombia 
decreased by 30.9%.
        According to distributors, the products 
with the highest potential are Ready-To-
Assemble (RTA), wooden bedroom and 
home	office	furniture.	Most	attractive	market	
segments are the low to medium high income 
consumers. Urban Colombians prefer con-
temporary design furniture. Although price 
is the main purchasing factor for the low and 
medium income segments, quality and design 
are very important. Retail specialised stores 
continue to be the main avenue to reach 
consumers. There are also some hypermar-

CONCLUSION Malaysia’s furniture exporters are encouraged to increase their market share for 
wooden furniture in Colombia. Among the segments to focus on would be dining table, bedroom, 
kitchen	and	office	furniture.	

kets and home improvement stores such as 
Carrefour, Pricemart, Falabella, Muebles 
Jamar, Exito, Tugo, Sodimac, and INVAL 
which mainly distributes RTA home and of-
fice furniture. 
        In view of the market competition 
and cost pressure, an increasing number of 
medium and large sized Colombian companies 
are now sourcing furniture from Asia. Many 
of these Colombian companies employ the 
services	of	sourcing	agents	with	offices	in	
China or major distributors operating in 
Panama that handle merchandizes coming 
from Asia. The appointing of a local agent is 
another option for foreign suppliers intending 
to develop a long term market presence and 
service customers more closely.

MARKET ACCESS Wooden furniture products 
from Malaysia enter Colombia will be accessed 
with MFN import duty as follows:

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MATRADE MIAMI AT MIAMI@MATRADE.GOV.MY  

PRODUCTS

Other Wooden Furniture
Wooden Dining Tables
Wooden Bedroom Furniture
Wooden Kitchen Furniture
Wooden Office Furniture
Upholstered seats with wooden frames
Other seats with wooden frames
Parts of wooden furniture

HS CODE

9403608080
9403608040
940350
940340
940330
940161
940169
94039001

MFN IMPORT DUTY

15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%

BY 
MATRADE 
INSIGHTS
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EXCLUSIVE EVENT BY BUSINESS MEDIA INTERNATIONAL

24 October 2018 | Aloft Kuala Lumpur Sentral

OCTOBER THROWBACK

DISRUPTIVE

The Forum, playing host to 400 business owners from across 
Malaysia, was officiated by Mr Rizal with an assuring update of 
efforts from SME Corporation Malaysia.  Also present at the VVIP 
line-up were Dato’ William Ng, Group Publisher and Editor-in-Chief 
for Business Media International, Puan Sharimahton Mat Saleh, 
Deputy CEO of Malaysia External Trade Development Corporation 
(MATRADE) and Mr Gopi Ganesalingam, Vice President of Enterprise 
Development of Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC).

In his speech, he highlighted how digital transformation has affected 
even the most conventional devices, including cash transiting into 
e-wallets, ride-hailing through app devices and boarding services 
revolutionised. He emphasised the urgency for SMEs to similarly 
embrace such transitions, as they remain an important economic 
vehicle of the country. Under the Roadmap for the 11th Malaysia 
Plan and SME Masterplan, the Government has set a target to 
double the eCommerce annual growth rate from 10.8% in 2016 to 
20.8% in 2020, with GDP contribution of more than 20% (RM211 
billion) by 2020.

INNOVATIONS

GUEST-OF-HONOUR
Mr Rizal Nainy

Acting Chief Executive Officer
SME CORPORATION 

MALAYSIA



THE SME CEO FORUM RETURNS IN 2019!
STAY SUBSCRIBED FOR MORE UPDATES.

Leading the morning session, Mr Gopi started with his delivery on 
Digital Disruptions and What it Means to SMEs. In his presentation, 
he included how the Mckinsey Research identified 4 global 
disruptions and why he believe that these are very relevant to 
Malaysia as well. In a comparative chart between global insight 
and Malaysia implications, he covered both aspects from the 
standpoint of an aging world, industrialisation and urbanisation in 
emerging economies, disruptive technologies, and greater global 
interconnection.

He also reminded how digital innovation is threatening the existence 
of non-digital companies, as 50% of the Service and Professional 
sector will be replaced over the next 10 years. In Malaysia, 90% of 
the almost 1 million SMEs belongs to that sector.

The first Guest Speaker diligently highlighted the knowledge 
of taxation on businesses in his delivery of Taxes on Start-ups: 
Destruction or Disruption. Mr Ali compared how businesses should 
respond to the new digital tax. His session went through an in-dept 
comparison of the effect of this tax from different countries, leading 
to the inference that how the sustainability of a business module is 
ultimately put to the test through its introduction.

Do not miss the opportunity to sneak a peek of our Speaker’s 
content by visiting our official website at ceoforum.asia! Gallery 
includes pictures and interviews from the event!

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Mr Gopi Ganesalingam

Vice President of Enterprise 
Development

MALAYSIA DIGITAL 
ECONOMY CORPORATION 

(MDEC)

GUEST SPEAKER
Mr Ali Salman

Chief Executive Officer
INSTITUTE FOR DEMOCRACY 

AND ECONOMIC AFFAIRS 
(IDEAS)

WHAT'S NEXT?
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DAVID 
CHANG



COMPILED BY 
RAEFAH AB 
RAHMAN

MAKE ‘UGLY FOOD’ 
GREAT AGAIN 

H
e is a chef. A bad boy. A television star. An 
author. David Chang is many things — but he is 
first and foremost a formidable cook. He 
embraces simple staples like ramen, pork bun 
and fried chicken that most people overlook 
simply because they are not photo worthy for 
social media — and the perception of MSG in 
Asian food that can make you sick. 
        The presentation is simple yet the taste is 

king. That drives Chang on the culinary map today. As the result, Chang 
is now a restaurateur with more businesses up his sleeve than most of us 
could even imagine juggling. 
        Underneath his edgy kitchen persona, though, there is the story of 
how he got to where he is today. From a golfer to an English teacher, he 
found his way back to do what he loves in the first place. In this issue, 
SME will share the thick and thin behind Momofuku’s success. 

GROWING UP AS AN AMERICAN  In the 1960s, David’s parents 
emigrated from Korea to settle down in Virginia. His father, Joe Chang 
is from North Korea meanwhile his mother, Sherri Chang is from the 
South. Born and raised in Virginia, he received his early education from 
Georgetown Preparatory School. 
        His father was an experienced restaurateur. With over 30 years in the 
culinary industry, his father opened two restaurants in Washington DC. 
The young Chang’s passion for food was ignited as he saw both of his par-
ents cook great food. Although his mother is not a professional chef like his 
father, almost everyone believes that their mother is the best cook under 
the heavens. But Chang’s father never wanted his son to become a chef. He 
had worked in restaurants for a time, and constantly told his son caution-
ary tales about the business being stressful, high-risk, and frustrating. 
        Eventually, his father decided to open a golf-supplies business. This 
drastic new direction led Chang to take up the sport with support from 
his father that wanted him to be a professional golfer, so young Chang 
spent hours and hours on the links practicing. As the result, he won the 
Virginia State Championship twice. But he found golf boring, and soon 
moved on from it.

MAJOR IN RELIGION, WORK IN FINANCE  He attended Trinity College in 
Hartford, Connecticut, where he majored in religion. Following college, 
Chang went on to work briefly in New York City financial sector. He held 
a couple of odd jobs in finance but mostly sat at a desk and did paperwork. 
He found his desk job painfully boring, and eventually made his way to 
Japan to teach English. There, his childhood love for food was re-ignited. 
        In Japan, he lived in a little town called Izumi-Tottori, near Osaka, 
where the biggest charm, for him, was the busy ramen shop. He befriend-
ed some of the cooks there and tried to learn about making authentic 
ramen, but his Japanese was imperfect and he had no training. So Chang, 
who had sustained himself on cheap instant ramen throughout high 
school and college, always had an appreciation for noodles, But to pursue 
this culinary art, he decided that he needed a formal education in food. 
        Within a matter of months he called his father to say he was 
considering culinary school. His father told Chang he was out of his mind, 
but Chang’s father had already dealt with his son giving up on golf. 
        So Chang moved quickly, packing up and heading to New York City, 
where he enrolled at the French Culinary Institute. Chang graduated 



from cooking school in the spring of 2000 
and managed to get a good job right off the 
bat. He went on to work at Mercer Kitchen, 
one of French restaurateur Jean-Georges 
Vongerichten’s many locales. 
        Later on Chang heard about Craft, which 
Manhattan chef Tom Colicchio would be 
opening soon. He came over to Craft on his 
days off from Mercer Kitchen and worked 
as a receptionist there. While he worked, he 
stole glances into the kitchen and tried to soak 
up the techniques of the crew. Soon, Chang 
quit his job at Mercer and kept answering 
phones at Craft during the day. In time for the 
opening, he was working there full-time, and 
when they began serving lunch he became a 
cook. He cooked alongside renowned chefs 
like Colicchio, Canora and Jonathan Benno. 
        Two years later, Chang moved back to 
Japan, where he worked at the Park Hyatt 
Tokyo and at a number of kaiseki, izakaya and 
ramen restaurants. He spent years in Japan 
working and feeding his lifelong obsession with 
ramen noodles, keeping copious notebooks 
filled with meticulously detailed analyses of 
noodle dishes wherever he ate them. 
        Upon his return to the United States, 
Chang worked for a year at Cafe Boulud until 
his mother fell ill, so Chang had to travel back 
to his hometown in Virginia. After his mother 
recovered, he returned to New York with 
$130,000 in startup capital from his father and 
some of his father’s friends. Before he even 
had a space, he had a name: Momofuku, which 
means “lucky peach” in Japanese but was also 
an homage to Momofuku Ando, the inventor of 
instant ramen, the staple that had gotten Chang 
through late nights in his Trinity dorm. Over a 
period of two years, he faced a series of failed 
restaurants, each time learning, iterating and 
finally succeeding quite spectacularly. 

INSPIRED BY JAPANESE RAMEN  Perhaps no 
culinary star is better equipped to discuss how 
cultures meld on plates than Chang, who made 
his name by embracing all sorts of food. “Japan 

changed the way I think about food,” Chang 
said in an interview with NY Magazine. “It’s a 
food culture. And food didn’t have to be great 
on just a fine-dining level. You could eat really 
well. Even fast-food chains were awesome.”
        In August 2004, Chang opened 
Momofuku Noodle Bar. In Manhattan’s East 
Village neighborhood, Chang cooked in a 
small open kitchen, with diners watching from 
bar stools. He dedicated himself to two simple 
staples: ramen bowls and pork buns. The place 
soon earned rave reviews from the press. 
        By August 2006, Chang was doing well 
enough to open a second restaurant, Momofu-
ku Ssäm Bar. The restaurant got its name from 
Korean wrapped food, or ssäm, which means 
“enclosed.” Ssäm Bar earned its own regulars 
by staying open till 2.30 a.m. and offering non-
ssäm options as well. Over time the restaurant 
became known for the Bo Ssäm, a huge whole-
roasted pork shoulder with oysters, designed 
for a group to share. A rave review in the New 
York Times helped Ssäm Bar thrive. 
        The next two years, in 2008, Chang 
opened Momofuku Ko. With just 12 seats, 
Momofuku Ko only serves a tasting menu. 
Within weeks of opening, Momofuku Ko 
established itself as famously difficult to get 
into. Dinner reservations can only be made 
online, and not before 10 days in advance. It 
is sort of insane and also a bit of genius. The 
word Ko means “son of” in Korean. As the 
son of Chang and, in a sense, the son of the 
two Momofuku restaurants that came before 
it, the place was Chang’s attempt to prove he 
deserved the awards. The food proves that 
the headache of getting a table is worth it. 
In 2009, Ko received two Michelin stars, a 
confirmation of what Chang intended it to be: 
Momofuku’s pinnacle crown. 
        That same year, Chang and Christina Tosi 
opened the first Milk Bar-Momofuku bakery, 
which offers trademark sweets like crack pie 
and compost cookie.
        In April 2010, Chang opened a fourth 
restaurant, Má Pêche (“mother peach”), 
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Momofuku’s first and only restaurant in 
midtown Manhattan, where it caters to the 
lunchtime business crowd. Má Pêche initially 
served French-Vietnamese fusion, but today 
has more American flavors. 
        With dedication and hard work, Chang's 
one-off Momofuku has spiraled into a 
restaurant group, which includes:
 1.  Momofuku Noodle Bar
 2. Momofuku Ssäm Bar (NYC)
 3. Má Pêche (NYC)
 4. Milk Bar (NYC)
 5. Momofuku Ko (NYC)
 6. Momofuku Nishi (NYC)
 7. Momofuku Seiōbo (Sydney, Australia)
 8. Momofuku Toronto (made up of  
   3 restaurants: Noodle Bar, Daishō  
   and Shōtō)
 9. Momofuku City Center DC  
   (Washington, D.C.)
His empire incorporates a wide array of 
influences from his Korean-American 
upbringing to his time working in Tokyo to, 
well, just about anything that inspires him. 
        In an interview with Jimmy Kimmel, 
Chang mentioned his parents always gave him 
serious opinions. His mother thinks his food 
is too salty meanwhile his father always advice 
him on how to operate the restaurants. 

THE SUCCESS CONTINUES   Through all of 
this success and growth, accolades poured in. 
In 2006, Food and Wine Magazine named 
Chang as one of America’s Best New Chefs. 
The James Beard Foundation named Chang 
Rising Star Chef of the Year in 2007 and 
Best Chef in New York City in 2008. In 2010, 
Time Magazine put Chang in their list of the 
100 Most Influential People. Momofuku Ko, 
one of more than a dozen restaurants Chang 
founded, has been given two Michelin stars 
every year since 2009. 
        In 2009, the Momofuku cookbook 
produced by Chang and Peter Meehan sold 
over 200,000 copies in print. The cookbook 
recipes are the vehicle for what appears to be 
the real purpose of the book, to chronicle the 
improbable rise of Chang and his restaurants 
from obscure storefronts in New York’s East 
Village to hot spots that leave celebrities and 
VIPs waiting weeks to get in. 
        In 2018, Chang produced and appeared 
in the Netflix original series, “Ugly Delicious”, 
a travel and cooking show. Each episode 
highlights one dish or concept and explores 
how it made. Chang travels the world with 
writers, chefs, activists and artists, who use 
food as a vehicle to break down cultural 
barriers, tackle misconceptions and uncover 
shared experiences. Like his fellow celebrity 
chefs Gordon Ramsay and Anthony Bourdain 
who successfully made the leap from kitchen 
to TV, the show should propel the cult of 
Chang further into our consciousness. 
        Who knows where this would go next? 
Only the endlessly inventive David Chang 
would know, and he’s not sharing this bowl of 
noodles with us. 





I
n our digitised and 
interconnected 
world, it is 
increasingly the 
case that a 
company’s most 
valuable assets are 
not its machines or 
premises, but the 

data that it possesses. 
        Customer records, invoices, and other 
documents needed for the day-to-day running 
of today’s businesses are increasingly stored 

digitally instead of in paper form, both for 
space-saving and cost purposes. Digital 
records also enable data to be generated and 
recalled quickly – a must in today’s fast-moving 
business culture and customer expectations. 
        However, this also means that data loss 
for whatever reason can be catastrophic for 
businesses. The magnitude of disruption will 
depend on the type of business, but generally 
even companies that don’t have a core digital 
business depend on digital records for the 
smooth running of non-customer facing 
operations. Needless to say, companies which 

rely on e-commerce and the Internet will find 
data loss to be a calamitous event, one which 
keeps CTOs up at night.
        Therefore, keeping a comprehensive 
backup of business data is crucial to any 
business continuity and disaster recovery plan. 
While the big one can strike at any moment, it 
need not leave your business reeling from it. 
Data backup should be part of every SMEs’ 
plan should the worst happen.

WHY BACK UP YOUR DATA?
In case you think your data is secure,  
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consider that:
  Hard drives fail. All the time. In fact,

the hard drive rate of failure increases 
exponentially as the drive is used past the 
five-year mark.

  Human error is responsible for a large
portion of data loss, either through 
employee incompetency or a malicious 
actor.

  Disasters happen with alarming regularity.
And not just natural disasters – man-made 
disasters like fires can bring down server 
rooms surprisingly quickly.
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Data loss doesn’t just affect lost time 
in operations. As every business owner 
knows, time is money. Without a quickly 
available backup:
  You’re not making money if a critical part

of your environment is down.
  The expectation by customers today of

companies large and small is that you’re 
always available.

  Putting operations back into a “close to
current” state as they were just prior to the 
disaster experienced takes months even 
with a backup – without one it is next to 
impossible.

Consider also the following scenarios.

TO ERR IS HUMAN
As mentioned, in the vast majority of cases, 
data loss starts with human error. Perhaps it 
was done innocently by a computing klutz, 
or it could have been done maliciously by a 
disgruntled employee. Whatever the case, hu-
man error-induced data loss, if not discovered 
in time, can wipe out entire projects.
        This was nearly the case with the 
development of Disney and Pixar’s Toy 
Story 2. Someone accidentally ran a server 
command that began deleting all the animation 
files off the company’s servers, erasing 
thousands of man-hours worth of work. 
        The team was shaken, but they figured 
that they could restore the missing files from 
their backup. However, at the time, the most 
common way of backup was using tape 
(which is still used today for its reliability and 
cost). However, the tape backups were not 
continuously tested as per recommended best 
practice. It turned out that the tapes had failed 
to back up the last months’ worth of work due 
to hitting the file size limit – and the error logs 
were wiped in the initial foul-up.
        Dealing with an unreliable restoral, 
wasted man-hours, and plummeting 
confidence is the nightmare of every CTO. 
Thankfully for Pixar, the film’s supervising 
technical director had kept a full backup of the 
movie in a workstation at her house as she was 
working from home while spending time with 
her new-born son. The files were recovered, 
and Toy Story 2 was shipped on time. 

MONETISING THE COMPUTER VIRUS
Of late, computer viruses have gone from 
merely being a nuisance and destroying 
data files, to stealing personal information 
and locking out files unless a ransom is 
paid. This new breed of viruses is known 
as ransomware. In a properly executed 
ransomware attack, the encryption of a 
victim’s machines and data is complete – 
without the decryption key, it is impossible 
to recover the files. Furthermore, the ransom 
normally uses untraceable digital currencies 
like Ukash or Bitcoin, making tracing and 

prosecuting the perpetrators difficult.
        For the majority of cases, ransomware 
enters the system disguised as a legitimate 
file that the user is tricked into downloading 
or opening when it arrives as an email 
attachment. From there, the ransomware 
will start the file encryption process and 
propagate to other machines on the network. 
Such automated attacks can bring even large 
organisations to their knees as precious data is 
locked away, necessitating a revert to manual 
processes and offline data-processing.
        In 2017, the ransomware known as 
NotPetya was first identified in Ukraine, which 
then raced across the globe to infect millions 
of machines. Utilising a Windows vulnerability, 
NotPetya obtained administrator credentials 
and rampaged even through supposedly 
‘protected’ machines. Although it affected 
hundreds of companies, one of the hardest hit 
was Maersk, the largest container ship and 
supply vessel operator in the world.
        NotPetya gained a foothold into Maersk’s 
network via an infected computer located in 
the port city of Odessa, Ukraine. Overnight, 
Maersk’s ports were rendered blind as their 
guide to loading and unloading containers 
was knocked out. New orders could not be 
processed through maerskline.com, cutting 
off Maersk’s shipping revenue. Though 
the computers on Maersk’s ships weren’t 
infected, they couldn’t communicate with port 
computers, which tells them the contents of 
the containers on board. 
        The scale of the attack was so massive 
that Maersk could not pay off the ransom 
and recover their data. Full recovery from 
the attack took months as Maersk pieced 
together backups of individual servers and 

brought crucial systems back online. All 
told, Maersk estimated the NotPetya attack 
cost them between US$250 million and 
$300 million. And Maersk is one of the 
few maritime companies that have publicly 
indicated that not only do they allocate 
resources to cyber security, they were also 
one of the first major shipping companies 
to appoint a Chief Information Security 
Officer (CISO). The severity of the attack 
despite Maersk’s resources should serve as a 
warning to all other companies, not only to 
keep comprehensive backups, but also to take 
cybersecurity seriously.

SECONDS FROM DISASTER
From flash floods and tornadoes, to 
hurricanes, earthquakes and landslides, 
the number of natural disasters reported 
globally has increased considerably over the 
past three decades, according to the World 
Meteorological Organization. There were 
nearly 7,500 natural disasters between 1980 
and 2005, which claimed more than two 
million lives and caused more than US$1.2 
trillion in losses. If a company’s data is located 
at the epicentre of a disaster, it will inevitably 
be lost unless an offsite backup is available.
        However, even man-made disasters like 
fire can turn data-containing hardware into 
a melted lump of plastic and metal. In 2014, 
a fire erupted at Samsung’s data centre in 
Gwacheon, South Korea, causing a data 
outage for global users of Samsung devices, 
including smart TVs, phones and tablets. 
Among other incidents, users were unable 
to access Samsung's Smart Hub service on 
their smart TVs. The official global website, 
Samsung.com, remained inaccessible 



throughout the outage. In South Korea, 
Samsung cardholders could not use their 
cards as the online payment system was also 
taken out.
        Incredibly, it turned out that Samsung 
had not backed up data saved in those 
servers that were burned in the fire. Among 
the services affected were Samsung’s 
financial services arms Samsung Life 
Insurance, Samsung Card and Samsung Asset 

Management. There were no geographically 
remote backup locations, as is best practice, 
possibly due to cost cutting measures. This 
short-term cost saving measure came back to 
bite Samsung in the long run.

SO, HOW TO BACK UP THAT DATA?
In order for data to be adequately protected, 
there must be three copies of the data. The 
first copy isn't really a copy; it's the production 

data that you use every day. The second copy 
is a backup that you keep on site, and the third 
copy is an off-site backup. This is known as the 
3-2-1 backup strategy. A 3-2-1 strategy means 
having at least 3 total copies of your data, 2 of 
which are local but on different mediums (i.e. 
devices), and at least 1 copy offsite. 
        In this scenario, we’ll use the 
file “customerlist.doc” as an example. 
Customerlist.doc is a constantly updated file 
that contains a list of your customers and their 
details. As a working file, it is stored on, say, 
your work laptop. Assuming that you have an 
external hard drive connected to the laptop 
when you are in the office, customerlist.doc 
will be automatically backed up to the hard 
drive as part of its backup process. 
        In addition to the external hard drive, 
you should also have offsite storage. Tape 
isn't quite as popular today as it once was, 
but tape backups are relatively inexpensive 
and reliable. Once a tape is ejected from the 
drive, it is disconnected from your system, so 
a ransomware attack cannot compromise the 
data stored on an ejected tape. However, tape 
isn’t backed up as frequently, but assuming 
the tape backup sticks to a predetermined 
schedule, the data shouldn’t be too far out 
of date. The ideal schedule for tape backup 
should be at least once a week.
        However, cloud storage is becoming 
increasingly popular, especially with SMEs 
as the cost of these solutions are going down. 
These days, there are many cloud storage 
options available to consumers as well as 
SMEs, with varying degrees of cost, features, 
and customer support. 
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Redundancy is a key element of backup 
– it means that the data exists in multiple 
locations and can be easily recovered in 
case of a data loss event. In this case, cloud 
storage can get businesses back on their feet 
relatively quickly, since data can be restored 
quickly with minimal downtime. 

In this day and age, your company’s 
information is its most valuable asset. 
Information is the only unique part of your 
company’s set up. Hardware and software 
are all standard products. If the information 
is of value to you and your business, it is 
worth investing in protection. Think of it 
as an insurance policy for your data. After 
all, is the information you risk losing worth 
more than the price of protecting it? 

KEY ELEMENTS TO LOOK FOR IN A CLOUD STORAGE PROVIDER

  Financial stability: If the cloud provider is not in a profitable financial position or is still
trying to establish a successful business model and/or customer base, there is a high degree 
of risk this will be a losing venture and the company will fold.

  Proven infrastructure: The infrastructure being implemented by the cloud provider must be
a proven one for an enterprise customer to entrust the cloud provider with critical 
corporate data.

  Established customer base: When looking for a provider, it helps to know which other
businesses are using their services. A small customer base, although growing, would 
indicate more of a start-up. Loss in customer base would indicate something is wrong and 
making clients leave. 

  Geographically distributed data centres: Geographically distributed data centres become
important to ensure that there are failovers if constant uptime is mandated and there is an 
unforeseen problem with the primary data centre where data is located. 

  Security: Make sure the cloud provider has a security program in place and that it is well
documented and meets all mandates. 

  Encryption: Since security is the top concern for most cloud storage users, SMEs should
look for a provider that offers personal key encryption. The ability for customers to set and 
manage their own encryption keys means the cloud provider cannot decrypt their files.

  SLA terms and execution: Established service-level agreement (SLA) terms and execution
are integral not only to establishing how a customer's data will be processed and hosted 
but also to setting a transparent level of service the customer can expect from the cloud 
provider. This helps set expectation levels and establish the anticipated level of service.







T
ravelling can be 
a costly affair for 
companies and 
to manage those 
costs can 
sometimes be a 

little complex, especially with so 
many airlines and corporate plans 
being offered.
       However, Malaysia Airlines’ 
(MAB) MHenterprise corporate 
travel program offers companies 
an opportunity to not only 
manage their travel expenditure 
easily but even save costs as well.

WHAT IS IT? MHenterprise is 
MAB’s corporate travel program 
that’s targeted specifically at small 
and medium-sized companies. 
The program allows companies 
to self-manage their travel 
bookings and keeps track of their 
expenditure in a simple way via 
the MHenterprise portal.
       The MHenterprise’s portal 
provides companies with access to 
their online bookings which, they 
can easily book tickets or make 
changes to travelling dates. Most 
importantly though, the portal 
also provides companies with 

automated travelling expenditure 
reports. These reports allow them 
to monitor and achieve minimum 
expenditure while travelling  
with MAB.
       However, easy travel expense 
and reporting isn’t the only 
feature and benefit that’s offered 
to companies that sign-up with 
MHenterprise. It also gives them 
exclusive rewards as they save 
time and money when they fly 
with MAB.

AN OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE 
COSTS With the MHenterprise 
program companies are given 
the opportunity to save costs, 
especially if their businesses 
requires a lot of corporate 
travel. By becoming a member, 
companies will enjoy upfront 
cost savings in the form of 
discounted fares.
       This includes; 5% 
discounts for ticket bookings 
that are class V and above, 
from RM100 savings per flight 
on Economy Class and from 
RM300 savings per flight on 
Business Class. Discounts 
off tickets aren’t’ the only 

way that companies will be able to benefit and save cost from as 
members of the MHenterprise program.
       As schedules, events and appointments can change often, 
changing flight times can usually be a hassle, but more importantly 
costly, especially with the penalties usually charged for the changes. 
MHenterprise members don’t have to worry about those penalties 
though as they’re given the flexibility of changing ticket dates 
without incurring said penalties, keeping travelling costs down in 
unexpected situations.

TRAVEL, SAVE AND ENJOY ADDITIONAL BENEFITS If the cost savings 
from the discounts and non-penalty incursion isn’t enough, the 
MHenterprise program also allows companies to accumulate more 
benefits the more they travel. These back-end incentives kick-in the more 
a company spends and flies with MAB under the program.
       If a company achieves RM50,000 spend per annum, they’ll get a 
one-time access to the Golden Lounge at Kuala Lumpur International 
Airport (KLIA), and a Fastrack Enrich Silver membership that also 
comes with a one-time Golden Lounge access*.
       Travel even more than RM50,000 per annum? The benefits 
ramp up a bit more with two-time Golden Lounge access at KLIA, 
a free Fastrack Enrich Silver membership with one-time Golden 
Lounge access*, and two free Economy Class tickets to any domestic 
destination on MAB ** should the company spend more than 
RM100,000 per annum.

GETTING STARTED So how does a company gets started for the 
MHenterprise program? All that’s needed is to sign-up at the 
MHenterprise page and there is no need for any fees or subscription. 
After signing up, all that is needed is to wait for the application to  
be approved.
       Once approved, the company is then given a year one membership 
to the program and all that is needed to qualify for a subsequent 
extension year after year is to maintain a travel spend of RM50,000 per 
annum. Should the company not meet the minimum requirements after 
a year, the membership will automatically be terminated.

KEEPING COMPANY 
TRAVEL COST DOWN 

WITH MALAYSIA 
AIRLINES

For more information and how to sign-up, head over to:
https://www.malaysiaairlines.com/my/en/commercial-services/
mhenterprise.html.
* One year validity period. ** Exclude all relevant taxes. 

MANAGE YOUR COMPANIES TRAVEL COST WHILE GAINING BENEFITS 
WITH MALAYSIA AIRLINES’ MHENTERPRISE PROGRAM
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906 HOTEL
9

06 Hotel is a hotel franchise centred in the 
historic city of Melaka. As a popular cultural 
destination for tourists and weekend getaway 

for locals, Melaka has experienced a boom in the 
number of hotel rooms provided. 906 Hotel was 
established in 2008, with a view to providing 
comfortable accommodation at affordable prices. 
        Franchisees can enjoy a 6-year term, with 
performance-based termination rights and an area of 
protection for the term of the franchise. The franchisor 
will provide marketing, advertising, coaching and 
training materials, based on brand development and 
providing the best customer service. Franchise owners 
meet every 2 months for a franchise meeting to discuss 
any day-to-day issues. An Annual Strategic Conference 
is held at the start of the calendar year. It is also 
the forum for all franchisees to give their input and 
opinion on the direction and strategies for the network.

H
otels occupy a unique space in our collective 
psyche. At once public and private, hotel 
rooms are part of what anthropologist Marc 
Augé named the ‘non-places’ of 
supermodernity that humanity turns into an 
impersonal, ambient space.
        Nevertheless, successful hotels have 

perfected their service to strip away the impersonality and 
impart a personal accent to the customer experience. In 
particular, luxury hotel chains are able to engineer their service 
to ensure maximum customer satisfaction, whether the guest is 
a global nomad or a family taking a once-in-a-lifetime vacation. 
        However, In the age of Internet reviews, customers are 
increasingly discerning in their choice of hotel. For hotels, it 
isn’t enough just to garner good reviews – they must be even 
more careful to avoid slip-ups which can result in a bad review. 
Hotels also have to compete with short-term rentals facilitated 
by websites such as Airbnb – which are generally cheaper and 
offer a more homely touch compared to the ‘non-place’ of a large 
hotel chain.
        All this has led to a change in the hotel industry that 
favours the customer and keeps hotel management on their 
toes. While 4 or 5-starred hotels enjoy a certain amount of 
customer recognition and trust due to branding, budget 2 or 
3-starred hotels are having to target a specific niche or rely 
on a good location to attract customers. Nonetheless, hotels 
in the Southeast Asia region can take advantage of several 
favourable factors, including high numbers of tourist arrivals, 
the burgeoning MICE scene, and relatively low operating costs.
In this issue of SME, we take a look at hotel franchises 
operating in the region.
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THE ASCOTT
T

he Ascott Ltd is a Singaporean company that focuses 
on serviced residences. Focusing on the upper end of 
the market, Ascott has grown into the largest 
international serviced residence owner-operator with 

a global portfolio featuring more than 500 serviced residences in 
over 130 cities spanning more than 30 countries. 
        Serviced residences differ slightly from hotels as they are 
fully-furnished apartments instead of just rooms. They have all 
the amenities of a hotel, and can also cater to long-stay guests. 
Ascott’s offerings are aimed at the luxury end of the spectrum, 
especially business travellers that require privacy and comfort in 
their home away from home.
        Ascott offers franchisees training and pre-opening 
support to ensure a successful start to their business. A team 
of dedicated franchise managers are also on hand to provide 
continuing support on all operational aspects of the business. 
Franchisees can also leverage Ascott’s global sales and marketing 
network of reservations, customer relations, and cross-selling.

HOTEL SERI MALAYSIA
H

otel Seri Malaysia was set up by the Government of Malaysia in 
1994 and subsequently privatised. The goal of setting up the 
Hotel Seri Malaysia chain is to increase the number of mid-range 
hotel facilities around the country, as well as to inspire local 

entrepreneurs to be involved in the hotel and tourism industry.
        Branches of Hotel Seri Malaysia can be found in places underserved 
by other hotel chains, such as small towns and nature reserves. The Seri 
Malaysia chain offers comfortable, clean and safe rooms at a mid-range price 
affordable to most Malaysians and foreign visitors. Facilities like air-condi-
tioning, business centres, and self-service laundry are available at all sites.
        Franchisees of the Seri Malaysia chain will be given training in the 
5C concept, which is cleanliness, convenience, comfort, courtesy, and 
conformity. As part of the chain’s commitment to improving its image 
among Malaysians and foreign tourists, the 5Cs will be rolled out across 
all sites and all staff will be trained for it. The brand also regularly 
participates in tourism trade shows like MATTA, with promotions that 
franchisees can take advantage of. An online booking and reservation 
system is also available, operated by the franchisor. 
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WHAT IS PHILADELPHIA  
KNOWN FOR?  

hiladelphia, 
commonly 
known as 
Philly, is the 
largest city in 
the state of 
Pennsylvania 

with over 1.5 million dwellers. 
When people talk about Philadel-

phia, what comes to mind is the 
iconic Liberty Bell and juicy 
succulent cheesesteak, but there is 
a whole lot more about this city. 
        The city contributed a sig-
nificant part to American history 
when Benjamin Franklin, in the 
18th century, began the Ameri-
can Revolution in Philly. For this 
reason, this city is now home to 
more than 50 nationally impor-

BY 
RAEFAH AB 
RAHMAN

   BUSINESS TRAVEL      

international universities. Due to 
the city’s rich historical treasure, 
and its economic and educational 
progress, Philadelphia 
contributes a major chunk to 
the country’s gross domestic 
production. With that being said, 
here's a look at a few reasons 
why you should consider visiting 
Philly the next time you are on 
business trip or vacation. 

tant historic sites, to name a few: 
the Siege of Fort Mifflin, Betsy 
Ross House, Elfreth’s Alley, Mu-
seum of the American Revolution 
and the Battle of Germantown. 
        Today, Philadelphia is a 
prominent industrial, business 
and educational hub of the 
country. It has a number of 
top ranked companies, 
entrepreneurship, and 

PHILADELPHIA /ˌ                   /
CRADLE OF LIBERTY

P
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WHEN IN PHILADELPHIA, CATCH AN EVENT: 
PHILADELPHIA ASIAN AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL 
When? 8 - 18 Nov 2018
Where? International House, 
3717 Chestnut St. 
phillyasianfilmfest.org/ 

PHILADELPHIA MARATHON 
When? 16 -18 Nov 2018 
Where? Philadelphia Museum of Art 
philadelphiamarathon.com 

BROADWAY - HOW THE GRINCH STOLE CHRISTMAS 
When? 19 - 29 Dec 2018 
Where? Kimmel Center for the 
Performing Arts
philadelphia-theater.com 

WEATHER IN PHILADELPHIA
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WHERE TO STAY? The Cornerstone Bed & 
Breakfast is truly a Victorian gem. This 

guesthouse is not your average inn. Located 
just blocks from Drexel University and the 
University of Pennsylvania, it is a quiet 
retreat set among a towering tree lined 
street in University City. The house was 

built in 1865 as a private residence before 
being converted to a bed and breakfast. The 

house’s elegant carpentry, original hardwood 
flooring, and ornate stained glass windows will 

transport you back to Victorian era. It is  conveniently located near 
a thriving downtown, the Philadelphia Museum of Art, the Barnes 
Foundation, the Philadelphia Zoo, and 30th Street Station.  

WHERE TO CHILL? The famous Wissahickon 
Valley Park stretches across 2,042 acres of 

parkland. It exists in the trail that follows 
the Forbidden Drive creek throughout 
the entire length of the park. The creek 
were given this name beginning in the 
1920s, when cars and all other modes 
of transportation banned from it. Since 

then, it has only been open to pedestrians. 
Most interestingly, there are several historical 

features in the park. The Forbidden Drive is 
connected to RIdge Avenue by a paved path and this is 

where the creek falls into the Schuylkill River. 

WHERE TO AMAZE YOURSELF? Mutter 
Museum is the America’s most famous 

museum of medical oddities, and home 
to the remains of Albert Einstein’s brain. 
Located inside the headquarters of the 
College of Physicians of Philadelphia, 
the Mutter Museum has a wide range of 

wondrous and curious medical displays. 
These includes the skeleton of the tallest 

known man ever to have lived in North 
America and the fused bones of Harry Eastlack. 

Easy to miss, but worth poring over, the museum holds over 2,000 
collection of objects removed from people’s throats, housed in 
attractive wooden pull out display drawers. 

WHERE TO EAT? Reading Terminal Market 
is such a fantastic place to eat that it 

can be tough to choose what to get. 
It first originated in a train shed 
at the Reading Railroad Company 
and has gone through changes and 
expansions over time. With row after 
row of vendors offering everything from 

Pennsylvania Dutch pot pies to Peking 
duck, the market is an international food 

hall with a decidedly Philadelphian flair. The 
jumble of sit-down eateries, to-go stands, produce shops, butchers 
and bakeries at this 125-year old spot make for a destination that is 
a favorite with locals and tourists alike. The market has been a part 
of Philadelphia’s history since late 17th century. 

WHERE TO SWEAT? Get your golf bag 
ready as you are about to experience 
a classic Philadelphia golf course 
designed by William Flynn. Tasked 
with expanding the original 9-hole 
layout, William Flynn succeeded 

admirably in creating a challenging 
18-hole course on the small, rolling 

landscape that is Bala Golf Club. Open 7 
days a week, Bala is the closest private golf 

club to Philly’s city centre.

WHERE TO LEARN HISTORY? The Liberty 
Bell Center, dramatic home of the 
internationally known symbol of 
American independence from Great 
Britain.  The famously fractured 
bronze bell drew more than 2.3 
million people in 2017. The bell was 

originally placed in the Independence 
Hall. With time, it was moved to the 

Liberty Bell Center in Independence 
National History Park. A visit to the Liberty 

Bell will help you learn about the founding of the Liberty Bell, 
how it was used by abolitionists and the ways in which women’s 
suffrage was advocated.
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ECONOMY OF THE UAE 

T
he UAE has one of the most open economies in 
the world. Though the UAE was once known as 
a pirate hub preying on ships sailing to India, it 
has opened up its economy to the globe. The 
country continues to be a strategic hub, with 
business-friendly free zones and a rapidly 
growing economy. The country has experienced 

significant economic growth in the with GDP growth about 8.4 
percent from 2000 to 2006. This reflects the rich natural resources 
in UAE, which has 10 percent of the total world supply of oil 
reserves and the world’s fifth largest natural gas reserves.
        As a mainstay to the economy, oil exports now account for 
about 30 percent of the total GDP for the UAE. In addition to 
being an important supplier of energy, the UAE is now becoming 
an increasingly relevant consumer of energy. In seeking to diversify 
from legacy energy resources, the UAE is taking the lead in 
responsible energy stewardship as it develops and diversifies its 
economy, accelerates the development of additional hydrocarbon 
reserves and contributes to the development and implementation of 
alternative energy sources. 

UNITED ARAB EMIRATESBY 
RAEFAH AB 
RAHMAN

   TRADE      

SOME KEY DATES IN THE UAE HISTORY:

1950 - Oil is discovered. 

1962 -  Oil is exported for the first time from Abu Dhabi. 

1971  - After independence from Britain, Abu Dhabi, Ajman,  
       Dubai, Fujairah, Sharjah and Umm al Quwain come  
       together as the United Arab Emirates (UAE).

1972  - Ras al-Khaimah joined the federation. 

2010 - Burj Khalifa tower opened in Dubai as the world’s  
       tallest building and man-made structure. 

Official Name: Dawlat Al Imarat Al Arabiyah Al Muttahidah  Population: 9.27 million (est. 2016)  Capital: Abu Dhabi  Major Language: 
Arabic  Currency: Dirham  Major Industries: Entertainment, real estate, oil and gas, logistics, manufacturing, automotive, retail 
and trade.  Major Export Commodities: Crude oil, refined petroleum, petroleum gas, diamonds and dates.  Major Export Partners: 

India, Switzerland, Japan, China and Oman.  Major Import Commodities: Machinery, spacecraft, broadcasting equipment, chemicals, gold and food  
Major Import Partners: China, United States, India, Germany and Japan.  GDP: US$348.7 billion (est. 2016)  GDP Per Capita: US$37,622.32 (est. 2016) 
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        The country GDP per 
capita has grown by 20 percent 
over the past four years, and 
has given the Emirates one of 
the highest incomes per capita 
internationally. 
        The country is also 
one of the world’s fastest 
growing tourist and business 
destinations. It has become 
a world-class venue for 
conferences, regional and 
international exhibitions and 
major global sports events 
such as the Dubai World Cup 
for horse-racing, the Abu 
Dhabi Formula One Grand 
Prix, the Dubai Desert Classic 
Golf Tournament, and the 
Global Entrepreneurship 

role in the development of the 
local economy, but it is also 
contributes to the vital role 
the country plays in the wider 
global economy. 
        As a result if its oil, the 
country capital city, Abu 
Dhabi is a significant global 
exporter of good and services, 
linked to the world’s largest 
economies through trade. 
The UAE is also a member of 
OPEC, and plays an important 
role in setting the oil supply 
and prices in world markets. 

DIVERSIFICATION CREATES 
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
A diversification and 
liberalization program has been 
launched by UAE with aim 
to reduce reliance on oil and 

Summit. Moreover, UAE has 
won the bid to host the 2020 
World Expo. 

THE OIL BARONS BY THE SEA
The Emirates are home to the 
world’s sixth largest proven 
oil reserves, of around 98bn 
barrels, and is the world’s 
tenth largest producer at 
around 2.5m barrels per day 
(bpd), most of which is for 
export. It is estimated that this 
provides the Emirates with 
more than US$90 billion a 
year in revenues at current 
prices. These revenues has 
been invested to develop key 
areas of the economy and to 
provide the services required 
of a modern society. Crude 
oil therefore plays a primary 

transform its economy from 
conventional to technologically 
skilled labor. The federal and 
individual Emirati governments 
have invested heavily on 
sectors such as aluminium 
production, tourism, aviation, 
re-export commerce and 
telecommunications. The 
strategy is to increase 
investment in industrial and 
other export-oriented sectors. 
        At the federal level, 
the UAE is pursuing its 
2021 Vision which aims to 
place innovation, research, 
science and technology at 
the center of a knowledge-
based, highly productive 
and competitive economy by 
the time of the federation’s 
golden jubilee in 2021. 

TRADE: EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 
(EST. 2016) 

INDUSTRY 

Mineral fuels, oils,  
distillation products, etc

Precious stones, metals,  
coins, etc 

Electronic equipment 

Machinery, nuclear  
reactors, etc 

Cosmetics, toiletries, etc

Dairy products, edible  
animal products, honey, etc 

Vehicles

Pharmaceutical 

Aircraft, spacecraft, etc

Coffee, tea, spices, etc

Source: UN Trademap 

IMPORT IN VALUE 
(USD)

9,225,189 

38,207,272 

22,772,197

24,343,147 
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EXPORT IN VALUE 
(USD)

69,251,329 

36,658,726

3,419,816

3,304,370 

721,558

625,625

584,027

463,258

372,014

347,369



the 20% that takes 80% of the time.

TAKING YOUR INVOICING FROM ZERO TO 
HERO Managing, storing and processing 
supplier invoices are key areas SMEs should 
focus. With such a lean team, more time 
should be directed at driving sales and 
company operations rather than on repetitive 
administrative processes. Here are some tips 
on how to transform your company’s invoicing 
management processes:

01 START WITH AN AUDIT: 
Finding time to ask your finance team 
simple questions on their invoicing 
processes can help to surface their pain 
points and help you find solutions around 
it. For example, how many invoices do 
you receive on paper versus digitally? 
How much data do you usually have to 
manually key into your financial system? 
How many layers of review are there in 
your invoice clearance process and how 
long does it take? How often do you receive 
duplicate invoices? How much time does 
your accountant or you spend on answering 
queries from suppliers on payment?

02 IDENTIFY THE INEFFICIENCIES: 
In the early stages of a business, it may be 
easy to manage an invoice trail. However, 
as your business starts to grow and expand, 
so too will the number of your employees, 
cost centres and business functions. You 
will soon start to see invoices from all sorts 
of spend categories coming in all directions 
and locations around the world. Old 
methods of using spreadsheets do not have 
the built-in workflows and triggers needed 
to keep the process moving and shorten the 
payment cycle. The more you can automate 
to cut out highly manual processes in your 
accounting process, the higher the levels of 
accuracy, efficiency and visibility you will be 
able to achieve.

03 WORK OUT YOUR TIME-SAVINGS: 
Streamline how your invoice data is 
captured and stored in your company 
as this could save you a lot of time and 
resources. Centralise your invoices and 

F
or many founders and 
leaders of SMEs, setting 
up internal policies and 
processes are often the 
last things that they want 
to do. Most company 
leaders prefer to focus 

their time and energy on building their 
business and increasing revenue. Having to 
establish policies and processes can come off 
as somewhat administrative and not the best 
use of their time.
        For SMEs in particular, one of the key 
areas that these businesses often overlooked 
is invoicing, with majority of these young 
enterprises starting out with manual data 
entry processes when it comes to updating 
their financial spreadsheets. In the early start 
up days of a company, it is relatively easy 
to keep track of invoices with just two or 
three vendors. However, the limitations of 
the spreadsheet become inherent when the 
business expands rapidly and ad hoc expense 
decisions need to be made on the spot.
        While SME owners often do not antici-
pate getting sucked into the invoice deluge, set-
ting up the right invoice management system 
automatically helps businesses to streamline 
and operate more efficiently.

THE HIDDEN COST OF INVOICE MANAGEMENT
The most common challenges for SMEs in 
managing invoices are lack of visibility into 
approvals and cash flow, misplaced or missing 
vendor invoices, duplicated payments and late 
fees. However, for companies that do not have 
an automated, easy-to-use invoice management 
system, the time-consuming and manual nature 
of the invoicing process usually frustrates 
finance and accounting teams, and leaves 
vendors with a less than desirable experience.
        According to Concur Invoice data, a typi-
cal SME processes approximately 450 invoices 
in a busy month, and experiences an invoice 
duplication rate of about six duplicate invoices 
monthly. The average value of a duplicate 
invoice received is $2,034. That amounts to a 
total potential outlay of $12,000 per month if 
each duplicate invoice were to be paid in error.
        With so many ways and means for 
companies and employees to spend today, 
invoices come in all shapes and forms – from 
personal spending such as small online 
purchases on office stationery to large-scale 
procurement of new company equipment. And 
it isn’t the big categories that are the bane of 
companies large and small, it is the long tail 
employee spend that makes tracking hard – 

encourage suppliers to submit electronic 
invoices so that you always have a 
digital trail. Take advantage of optical 
character recognition technology that can 
automatically convert and integrate all your 
invoices, whether paper or digital, straight 
into your digital expense tool. Wasted time 
is a hidden cost and the financial impact of 
a loss in employee productivity can add up.

04 REDUCE THE MARGIN FOR HUMAN ERROR:
Whenever people are involved, it opens up 
your business to mistakes. For instance, sup-
pliers often send multiple invoices in their 
haste to get paid. This scenario could mean 
you or your accounts payable mixing up the 
same invoice as two different ones. With 
the advanced tracking technology of today, 
automating and digitising your invoicing 
processes can add an extra layer of security 
such that your system can alert you way 
beforehand if it spots a duplication or error.

 
IT’S NEVER TOO EARLY OR LATE TO START – 
AND CERTAINLY NOT ABOUT SIZE In the very 
early days of a business, it’s likely that staff 
will use a manual invoice processing system. 
However, management should be ready to 
make a switch to an automated solution at the 
right time. Many young or growing organisa-
tions might consider themselves too small for a 
software-based expense management solution 
or see it as a large upfront cost that the busi-
ness is unable to support. This is not true as 
nowadays upfront costs can be minimal and 
transaction-based pricing means your ROI is in 
the positive in as little as six months.
        Implementing a proper invoice manage-
ment system for your company right from the 
get-go has so many benefits to offer – and this 
goes beyond size and stage of your business. 
Small and medium business owners can, and 
should, manage their finances using the same 
tools as larger companies, focusing on techno-
logical improvements like automation, mobile 
apps and digital filing architecture for  invoice 
and expense tracking. 
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I
n late 2017, the price of 
cryptocurrency 
skyrocketed, bringing a lot 
of attention to this 
previously obscure branch 
of financial computing. 
However, this also 

brought along with it a host of shady practices 
and tactics – one of which is stealth 
cryptomining bots. 
        As they are anonymous and decentralised 
in nature, cryptocurrencies are particularly 
favoured by cybercriminals to make unde-
tectable payments. Cryptocurrencies work 
via encryption verified by solving complex 
mathematical algorithms. This work is known 
as ‘cryptomining’, and it requires enormous 
amounts of computing power. Successful min-
ers obtain new cryptocurrency as a reward.

WHAT ARE CRYPTOMINING BOTS? 
In its previous cybersecurity threat iteration, 
cryptocurrency was used as a method of 
payment to unlock ransomware. This was the 
equivalent of robbing someone by pointing a 
gun at their face. However, cryptomining bots 
operate in a more subtle manner. Instead of 
wreaking havoc with a user’s files, these bots 
silently mine cryptocurrency in the back-
ground, using their victim’s computing power 
and bandwidth to obtain mining rewards.
        Based on research done by IBM, there 
was an 8,500 per cent jump in the volume 
of crypto-mining efforts while criminal IoT 
compromises grew by 600 per cent over 
the previous year. While the ransomware 
threat has somewhat tapered off due to the 
decreased ransom fees, the skyrocketing price 
of cryptocurrencies has spurred cybercriminal 
organisations to turn their attention to 
cryptomining malware.
        On the face of it, such bot operations 
seem innocuous enough. However, instead of 
file integrity, they attack computing resources 
and electricity usage. As mentioned, cryp-
tomining requires computing power – much 
more power than that normally used by a 
home user or SME. Cryptomining ‘rigs’ as 
they are known consume lots of electricity and 
generate lots of heat. Ordinary PCs are not 
engineered for such heavy loads and will vari-
ous parts will wear out faster. Furthermore, 
the consumption of computing resources will 
cause application lag and slowdowns, resulting 
in reduced user productivity.

PROTECTING FROM CRYPTOMINING ATTACK
So how can individuals and organisations 
prevent such seemingly sophisticated attacks? 
Like most aspects of cybersecurity, if you use 
common sense and takes basic precautions, 
you should be safe.

UPDATE YOUR OS Malware in general propagates 
via vulnerabilities in Windows. While 
Microsoft generally issues patches within 
hours of a vulnerability being discovered, 
many users don’t install the patch for 
months, leaving a large window of attack 
for bad actors. Keep your system up to date, 
scheduling updates during non-working hours 
if needed to minimise downtime.

MONITOR YOUR NETWORK It’s easy to see if 
cryptomining software has infected your 
system. Power and network usage will spike, 
resulting in overall slowdown of the system. 
If any machine goes to 100% in the middle 
of the night and stays there, it’s a good 
indication of suspicious activity and should 
be checked out. Even if a cryptomining bot 
is not consuming 100% of the CPU, the load 
itself will likely stay constant versus having 
the occasional blip.

PROTECT USERS VIA BLOCK LISTS  System 
administrators can and should upload block 
lists that prevent mining script from running on 
a users’ machine. There are many lists online 
that block the most common miners currently, 
and are updated on a regular basis.  
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HOW DO THEY PROPAGATE? 
A typical infection chain in cryptomining 
malware involves loading the malicious code 
to the system’s memory. The malware is 
typically undetectable by normal Windows 
tools, as it is designed to masquerade as an 
ordinary Windows service. Such malware is 
propagated using Windows vulnerabilities, 
such as the infamous EternalBlue loophole.
        However, a new breed of cryptomin-
ing bots are spreading via websites. These 
are known as ‘drive-by cryptomining’. It 
works when a mining script is loaded onto a 
webpage. Sometimes this is done intentionally, 
while in other cases, hackers penetrate and in-
fect an organisation’s web servers, embedding 
mining script in the site’s web pages. 
        When visitors visit the infected website, 
the script activates and starts the mining 
process. Visitors will then notice their PC 
and browser slow down dramatically, while 
their CPU usage spikes. Websites that load 
cryptomining scripts intentionally do so to 
earn some revenue. While some websites do 
notify users of this fact (and allow them to opt 
out of mining if so desired), many don’t. 
        However, hackers have managed to 
infect US and UK government websites and 
load cryptomining scripts onto them. Users 
are only vulnerable to such cryptomining 
attacks if they stay on the website, and the 
script will usually stop once they leave the 
website. But, this leads to a poor customer 
experience, as well as to negative publicity 
affecting the company’s reputation.
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Sue Barrett is a sales expert, 
writer, business speaker and 

adviser, facilitator, sales 
coach, training provider and 

entrepreneur. Sue founded 
Barrett in 1995 to positively 

transform the culture, 
capability and continuous 

learning of leaders, teams and 
businesses by developing sales 

driven organisations that are 
equipped for the 21st Century. 

OUR INTENTIONS… However, 
despite all of these options, it 
is our intentions that are the 
difference between leading an 
ethical business, an ethical team, 
an ethical sales career, an ethical 
life or not.
        The banking and finance 
senior executives and their boards 
plus those other corporate leaders 
who are falling foul of this new 
transparency need to own up to 
the damage they have created. It is 
their intentions that have led to this 
situation. They did not stand by 
and do nothing about these dread-
ful outcomes. Instead, they en-
dorsed it, encouraged it, condoned 
it, even though they knew it was 
wrong. This is what is so disturb-
ing about this whole fiasco. The 
unethical, win-at-all-costs behaviour 
is evidenced at the most senior 
levels and runs deeper into these 
organisations. The knock-on effect 
of this unethical bad behaviour has 
invoked “reputational risk” where 
losses far exceed typical credit, FX, 
interest rate, operating risks, etc. 
The costs of doing business this 
way far outstrip the costs of doing 
good and honourable business. It’s 
madness on every level.
        Despite their calls of more 
compliance, the root cause of 
this mess is behavioural, not 
compliance or rules based.
        Perhaps these leaders need 
be reminded of Peter Drucker’s 
salient words in his book, The Age 
of Discontinuity, published in 1966 
that, “The purpose of business is 
not to make profit but to satisfy the 
needs and expectations of custom-
ers. The consequence of satisfied 
customers is incremental profit …” 
They also need to be reminded of 
what Peter Drucker thought should 
be the “first responsibility” of 
management (and any professional 
for that matter): Above all, do no 
harm. This is too, not by coinci-
dence, one of the principles of our 
Selling Better Manifesto.
        For too long, many businesses 
have ignored the advice of Peter 
Drucker and focused on profit 
only, looking at customers as 
numbers, a means to an end for 
profit which is now coming back to 
bite them.
        That is why we offered these 4 
simple questions to test if your sales 
and prospecting tactics are ethical 
or not. It’s a start. These questions 
take up very little space yet can 
help guide us on our journey.
        Remember everybody lives by 
selling something. 

1.  Do other people stand to gain
from your sales tactics and 
actions?

2. Do your sales tactics and
actions have a positive influence 
on your own and others’ well-
being and self-esteem?

3. Do your sales tactics and actions 
move you and your customer 
closer to your respective short- 
and long-term goals?

4. Would most people approve of
how you prospect for new 
business and sell?

I f each of us can honestly 
answer “yes” to these 
questions, then it would 

appear that our sales and 
prospecting efforts are 
underpinned by sound ethics and 
behaviours and set up to deliver a 
fair exchange of value for both 
buyer and seller.
        If you are unsure, then test 
out your ‘ethical, fair exchange of 
value’ proposition by asking those 
who know you well to give you hon-
est feedback about your sales and 
prospecting tactics and actions in 
relation to these 4 questions. If you 
get agreement that your activities 
are ethical and fair then continue 
to use them. If not, you will need 
to rethink how you are selling and 
prospecting if you want to forge 
honourable long-term relationships 
and have buyers return.
        It’s a pity that those on 
parade at the Australian Banking 
Royal Commission have not put 

themselves to the same test.
        Story after story is revealing that something is very wrong with the 
corporate cultures, principles, ethics and moral standards at these, and 
other organisations being exposed outside the BRC. Those organisations 
who think it is OK to run unethical, hyper-competitive win-at-all-costs 
sales cultures whose sole aim is to rip people off (mostly customers and 
sometimes staff) and be paid handsomely for it.
        Something is very wrong with those boards and senior leaders who 
have convinced so many people to do the wrong thing and condone this 
as Business As Usual.
        Something is very wrong with ASIC and APRA that they let this 
happen on their watch for so long and did nothing to stop it. Maybe 
ASIC and APRA need to be brought in front of the BRC and account for 
their lack of intervention.
        I am sure there are plenty of good people who have been caught 
up in this drama and were not sure what to do about it. It is now being 
reported that many people in these banks and financial institutions are 
seeking counselling due to heightened levels of distress and anxiety. We 
know why but why didn’t they just say ‘NO” or do something to stop this?
        I cannot speak for people in general, but we do know that many 
people in these situations fear losing their jobs, think they are powerless 
to do anything about it, think they have no other options and so stay 
quiet and comply. Fewer take advantage of the opportunity and take the 
money while they can without fear or favour.
        As the great parliamentarian Edmund Burke said, “The only thing 
necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing.”
        Let me reassure you, good salespeople and good organisations can 
do something.

AS AN INDIVIDUAL… You can make a stand and be prepared to do the 
right thing. Alert management to better sales strategies and practices. 
Model ethical sales behaviours and practices yourself and don’t get 
drawn into the trap of unethical practices. Keep track of your ethical 
sales activities and results and demonstrate how you can sell better 
without ripping people off then ask to be paid fairly for good results.
        If that doesn’t work then you can leave and get a new job. There are 
plenty of good businesses looking for ethical and effective salespeople 
they can trust to do the right thing by their clients and their companies.

AS AN ORGANISATION… There is plenty written about how to lead and run 
effective customer centric sales operations. Here are 3 core things CEOs 
and Sales Leaders can do now:
  Design, implement and execute effective sales strategies that deliver

real value and sustainable competitive advantage;
  Build a business culture and reputation of trust, engagement,

commitment and high performance with employees, clients and 
suppliers; and

  Build in sales systems, develop sales mastery, and minimise sales
execution and operational risk to deliver consistent and sustainable 
revenue and growth.
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condition is extremely complex. 
Reflecting on other people’s 
struggles, especially in comparison 
to my own, generates enormous 
perspective for me. It is in this 
way that I find memoirs different 
(and more enriching) than 
autobiography.
        For me, it’s not about the 
meaning someone else ascribes 
to their life, or the history a third 
person tells about someone, but 
how one’s self-reflection helps 
inform, enhance, and evolve the 
meaning I give to my life. 

I
’ve always included a 
steady mix of biography 
(and autobiography) in my 

reading diet. Recently, I’ve added 
in memoirs, which I’ve always felt 
was easily distinguishable from 
autobiography.
        An autobiography is a 
chronological telling of one’s 
experience, which should include 
phases such as childhood, 
adolescence, adulthood, etc., 
while a memoir provides a much 
more specific timeline and a much 
more intimate relationship to the 
writer’s own memories, feelings 
and emotions.
        Over the past few weeks, 
I’ve read Omarosa Manigault 
Newman’s Unhinged: An Insider’s 
Account of the Trump White 
House, Lisa Brennan-Jobs Small 
Fry, Mark Epstein’s Advice 
Not Given: A Guide to Getting 

Over Yourself, and Gail Honeyman’s fictional Eleanor Oliphant Is 
Completely Fine.
        While it can be argued that each of these (other than Small Fry) 
belong in a category other than the memoir, reading each of them 
resulted in a lot of self-reflection on my part. Front and center was 
the notion of “an intimate relationship to the writer’s own memories, 
feelings, and emotions.”
        Each had something special in it for me. While I was struggling with 
my bacterial infection, I had a heightened sense of my own mortality. 
While I only had one 24 hour period of existential dread, Amy was there 
beside me and let me talk openly about how I was feeling. I was reading 
Mark Epstein’s book at the time that I had this feeling, and many of the 
messages in it became more precise – and poignant for me.
        As I sit at home, on a sunny day in Boulder, I realize how incredibly 
fortunate I am on many dimensions. It’s a cliche, but the human 
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P
reviously, I have used a 
smooth bell curve to 
illustrate how leaders can 

systematically convert employees 
from Adversaries and Defectors, to 
Neutral and Supporters, and 
ultimately to Ambassadors. 
Specifically, I wrote about how 
each group can be engaged and 
enrolled in the process of organiza-
tional change towards giving the 
best customer experience.
        But is the process of gaining 
buy-in really a smooth progression 
from one group to the next? Is it 
possible that a promising start with 
Ambassadors can lose momentum 
if the majority fail to follow?
        According to Geoffrey 
Moore’s book Crossing the Chasm, 
Early Adopters (your Ambas-
sadors) and Early Majority (your 
Supporters) are two very different 
groups of people, with a veritable 
chasm between them. You cannot 
use the same strategy to engage 
these two groups and expect the 
same results. When presented with 
a new idea or a vision for change, 
Ambassadors will quickly get 
involved. They will be among the 
first to pilot new change projects. 
They are willing to take risks and 
pursue high goals for the organiza-
tion while giving quality or the best 
customer experience.
        But success with your 
enthusiastic Ambassadors does 
not mean that your pragmatic 
Supporters will follow. And it is 
these Early Majority Supporters 
who determine if your change 
efforts stall, or spreads successfully 
throughout the organization.
        Supporters are not the same 
as Ambassadors. Ambassadors 
leap at the chance to change. But 
Supporters are pragmatic and seek 
more “proof of concept” before 
they step – not leap – into action. 

So you need a different strategy to engage your Supporters, gain the 
buy-in of this vital Early Majority, and successfully cross the chasm.

STEP ONE: GENERATE QUICK WINS TO INSPIRE CONFIDENCE
First, enable and empower your Ambassadors to create Quick Wins. 
Quick Wins are like adrenaline for your change efforts. They boost 
morale, disarm critics, and build essential program momentum. 
Nothing motivates Supporters more than seeing real success.
  Quick Wins are Fast: They can be implemented within a few weeks

with results that appear quickly.
  Quick Wins are Low Cost: They do not require large investments in

people, equipment, budget or technology.
  Quick Wins are Low Risk: They leave little room for failure. Each of

these early “small wins” is enough to help motivate your workforce.
  Quick Wins are Within the Team’s Control: They are within the

team’s ability to influence and make the change. If others outside the 
immediate team are needed, their support can be easily secured.

  Quick Wins Contribute Real Value: They lead to improvements that
are visible to, and valued by, your Supporters.

STEP TWO: PROMOTE QUICK WINS WITH STORIES OF SUCCESS
To inspire confidence with Early Majority Supporters, and more widely 
in the organization, make your Quick Wins highly visible. You can do 
this with clear Stories of Success to publicize, promote, and praise your 
Quick Wins. This will encourage Supporters and continue the process 
of converting your skeptics.
  Sharing Stories of Success are especially helpful in the early stages

of culture-change. Stories generate more emotional connection than 
facts-oriented information.

  Stories of Success Set the Stage: They provide context for service
situation and the need for improvement.

  Stories of Success Highlight Pain Points: Highlight the emotional
impact of the problem. Describe the pain of the current situation. 
Alleviating this pain is the reason for service innovations and 
improvements.

  Stories of Success Detail the Quest: The Quest is those new ideas
and action steps taken by members of your team. The Quest also 
explains difficulties and challenges encountered along the way.

  Stories of Success Explain the
Victory: Paint a vivid picture 
of the new reality that soothes 
the pain and creates a better 
current situation. Share the 
positive emotional impact on 
customers and colleagues.

  Stories of Success Share
Learning Points: Highlight 
both planned and surprising 
outcomes of the change. 
Capture insights from the 
experience and share this with 
your team.

Quick Wins and Stories of Suc-
cess are the right place to start, 
but they are just the beginning to 
achieve long-term culture change, 
service improvement goals and 
provide the best customer experi-
ence. To maintain momentum 
you must build an even stronger 
foundation for continuous service 
improvement. 
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AskGaryVee     GARY VAYNERCHUK

T o have a winner’s 
mentality, you have to 
stop caring what other 

people think. You’ve gotta get quiet 
in your own head.
        So many people make big life 
decisions based on other people’s 
opinions. You care so much about 
what your mom, dad, brother, or 
friends think that you’re allowing 
them to dictate your actions in life.
        At the core of it, the barriers 
so many people have aren’t really 
about “money” or “time.” They’re 
about opinions.
        It’s the biggest reason so 
many people are unhappy right 
now. Because they value someone 
else’s opinion more than their own.
        Once you get past that, life 
can get real good. 
        Here’s how you can get quiet 
in your own head:

TAKE FEEDBACK WITH 
CONTEXT FROM OTHERS  
The best way to take feedback is to 
understand where the feedback is 
coming from.
        What’s the agenda behind the 
feedback? What’s the intent?
        For example, so many 
parents tell their kids what 
direction they should go in their 
lives. But parents have an agenda 
too. Many parents are insecure, 
and use their kids’ success to 
justify their own self-esteem.
        So they tell Ricky to go to 
Princeton because they want to 
brag about it — not because it’s the 

people who are optimistic.
        Who you hang out with is a 
HUGE deal and most people don’t 
take it seriously enough.
        It’s what happens in any 
team — traits like confidence and 
hunger get passed around, just like 
negativity and pessimism. It’s why 
a great player can mess up a team if 
she or he is not a good person.
        Surrounding myself with 
winners has brought unbelievable 
ROI for me.  
        I forced myself to go to 
SXSW in 2007 and hang out 
with ambitious kids who had 
dreams of changing the world. 
It brought me unbelievable 
opportunities and friendships. I 
started meeting people like Mark 
Zuckerberg, Ev Williams, Chris 
Sacca, and Travis Kalanick.
        I see it with my team too. It’s 
amazing how much more confident, 
faster, and smarter they get after 
hanging around me.
        But I get it. Cutting 
out negative people is hard. 
Especially if it’s your mom or dad 
or a friend you’ve been hanging 
out with since 4th grade.
        If your Mom’s bringing you 
down, talk to her less. If your friend 
from your old neighborhood, hang 
out with him for 3 hours a week 
instead of 7.
        If you can’t cut people out, 
spend less time with them.
You’d be stunned how your life 
changes.  

best move for their kid.
        And it goes broader than just parents.
The truth is, no one has 100% context on your life outside of you. The 
reason I don’t value my wife’s or my mom’s opinion more than my own 
is because they don’t know 100% of everything.
        I have empathy for their opinions because I understand how they 
could come to their conclusions with limited context.
        But I don’t take those opinions to heart.

REGRET IS THE BIGGEST POISON OF ALL TIME   
When I was younger, I would go up to old people and talk to them. I’d 
ask them to tell me about their life. And their opening line was, “I wish.”
        Every one of them — at parks, bars, airports — all started with what 
they wish they did differently.
        They wished they worked harder. They wished they spent more 
time with their family. They wished they didn’t listen to their Mom and 
did what they wanted to do.
        They wished.
Spend a day volunteering in an old folk’s home, and you’ll see it 
yourself.
        It’s so devastating to me that your life’s choices are being dictated 
by the opinions of people who you won’t care about when you’re 92 
years old.

DON’T JUDGE YOURSELF
Sometimes, people tell me that the negative voice in their head isn’t 
someone else’s — it’s their own.
        But the truth is, someone else put that negative voice there.
Your mom, dad, aunt, uncle is being negative towards you and it gets in 
your head — until you think that negative voice is your own.
        So many people judge themselves for “underachieving” even 
though they’re in normal positions.
        21 year olds judge themselves for not having their life “figured 
out”, even though virtually no 21 year old knows what they want to 
do yet. Parents judge themselves on how they’re raising their kids. 
Entrepreneurs judge themselves on how they’re running their business.
        Be your own biggest fan, instead of critiquing every move you make.

SURROUND YOURSELF WITH PEOPLE WHO ARE OPTIMISTIC
The only way I know to build confidence is by surrounding yourself with 
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O ver the past 3 months, my 
wife and I have been up 
and down the east coast 

driving our son to and from 
baseball tournaments and college 
showcases.  Invariably, each drive 
back home has taken twice the 
time it should have because of road 
construction.  On Sunday, Waze, 
my favorite navigation app, said 
that the drive would take just 2 
hours and 32 minutes. 4 traffic 
delays because of road construction 
delayed us for another 2 and 1/2 
hours.  Delays, delays, delays.  
Nearly every coaching call with a 
salesperson is about a delayed 
closing.  Nearly every coaching call 
with a sales manager is about a 
salesperson with a delayed closing.  
Everyone wants to know what to 
do about the delayed closing but 
that's the wrong question.  
Everyone should be asking these 
two questions instead.
  Was it really delayed or were we

overly optimistic about if and 
when this opportunity would 
close?

  What steps can we take to
prevent delayed closings?

When I begin working with com-
panies, most delayed closings are 
simply a case of the salesperson 
and sales manager deciding that 
the opportunity was closable and 
would close on a certain date.  This 
assertion was most often made up 
out of thin air with little to no facts 
to back it up.  Upon further inspec-
tion it was clear that these were not 
closable opportunities so the delays 
were not based in reality.
        How can we prevent delayed 
closings?  I will list the 12 most 
important factors for preventing 
delays at closing time along 

with some links that further explain what I mean, how to do it more 
effectively, and/or provide statistics.  Please keep in mind that the list 
of factors is not a menu.  You can't choose the factor that seems easiest 
enough to fix and believe that anything will change.  You must fix all 
of them!  For example, suppose you need to loose 30 pounds, and are 
told to avoid breads, pastas, processed foods, snacks and pastries. If 
you decide to eliminate only bread, not much will change.  However, if 
you eliminate all of the processed foods the weight will come off quickly 
and easily.  The same is true with selling.  If you fix all 12 of the factors 
below, you will not only shorten your sales cycle, you will quickly and 
easily improve your win rate too.  Here they are:
1.  Not consistently executing a formal, structured, staged, milestone- 
  centric sales process 
2. Failing to get the prospect to "must have" or beginning the process  
  with a demo, but failing to get beyond "nice to have"
3. Not reaching the decision maker early enough in the sales process
4. Failing to create urgency because compelling reasons to buy were 
  not uncovered
5. Failing to differentiate by not having the difficult conversation
6. Needing prospects to like you.
7.  Failing to build a case and sell value instead of price
8. Failing to uncover the actual budget
9. Failing to thoroughly qualify the prospect's ability to buy from you
10. Not bringing up potential objections earlier in the sales process
11. Not learning about the competition and how you compare
12. Not pushing back or challenging conventional or out-dated thinking

You probably noticed at least 3 common factors missing from the list above:
  Closing - closing is overrated. 

  Presentation skills - you already  
  know how to do that well.
  Relationships - you are probably

pretty good at this too.
        We shouldn't be talking 
about delayed closings at all.  
Instead, we should be talking 
about 2 things:

  How to shorten the sales cycle
and improve the win rate by 
consistently executing these 
12 factors to achieve greater 
success than ever before and 
how to coach salespeople up so 
that they can sell this way.

  How to select new salespeople
that already have the ability to 
sell this way! 
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manufacturing centers. TWO: A WAREHOUSE IS ALSO A PROFIT CENTER
Customer service goals must be accomplished within company budgets 
and planning and managing costs is a key to success.
        There can be many excellent solutions, what are the budgetary 
constraints now and in the future and how can the operation perform 
optimally within budget guidelines using the best available solution at the 
lowest cost.
        How can we improve the operation to optimize ROI? To get 
acceptance for new innovations, provide management with:
  The concept
  The benefits
  The acquisition/implementation process
  Risk level
  A cost benefit analysis with breakeven dates, time

Which costs are included in the warehouse budget and when is budget 
approval required from others (from whom, what is the request method - 
formal or informal, written or verbal, etc).
        Examine all options to reduce costs including use of space; 
processes and systems; equipment; staffing; IT support; inventory levels; 
product placement in the facility and shipping.

THREE: ONE MUST HAVE A GROWTH PLAN; YOU CANNOT GET THERE IF YOU 
DO NOT KNOW WHERE YOU ARE GOING
Most companies create a marketing growth plan and then ignore 
operations, one must create an operational growth plan. Create scenarios 
under different growth models (provided from management) to devise a 
flexible, scalable operational growth plan.
        The plan must include planning contingencies to react quickly to 
change or unanticipated events whether higher or lower than anticipated. 
The plan must include monitoring systems to respond quickly to changes 
in growth rate or amount.

FOUR: METRICS, ONE MUST KNOW WHICH DATA AND INFORMATION ONE 
NEEDS TO PLAN AND EXECUTE A SUCCESSFUL WAREHOUSE
One cannot manage an effective operation without having the proper 
data needed to plan, monitor and manage warehouse operations.
        Set benchmarks for all key performance requirements (e.g. order 
completion %; orders shipped on time; employee performance; inventory 
accuracy, shipping accuracy, etc.) and continually measure performance 
vs. goals, modifying goals as required.
        Determine how best to collect and analyze data and how to 
compensate when the data is not readily available, and have ready access 
to the company IT department.

FIVE: DESIGN AN EFFECTIVE WAREHOUSING OPERATION
Ask yourself these questions:
  What systems and processes do I need for each warehousing 

  function to ensure a timely meeting of warehousing goals both now  
  and in the future?
  What are my options for space, staff, equipment and software and  

  how can I best combine
available options for each  
for success?

  What resources are available
to get information, affirmation, 
and budget approval?

  Can plan can succeed with
the present management  
team/staff?

  Who in upper management
can one enlist to get support 
when needed?

SIX: SPACE AND LAYOUT – CAN 
MAKE OR BREAK YOUR PLAN AND/
OR YOUR BUDGET
Determine how much space 
is required and in what shape 
to support the warehousing 
operation properly now and in the 
future based on the systems you 
plan to use and the service level 
goals, now and in the future. This 
will be based on the operational 
growth plan.
        Design the optimal layout 
to support the operation within 
budget and within the constraints 
of the facility for both present and 
future operations optimizing both 
use of available space capacity 
and flow.
        Know how to best grow the 
operation as the company moves 
from start up space requirements 
to full capacity.
        Determine alternate options if 
constraints will not allow your plan 
to work.

SEVEN: EQUIPMENT AND STAFF
Effective production requires a 
balance of staff and equipment in 
the context of budget, one must 
determine the optimal balance.
        Research to determine 
proper ratios of managers, 
supervisors, and workers, do they 
vary in different warehousing 
areas, experiment after initial 
implementation.
        Write operational procedures 
for all functions to ensure use of 
“best practice” throughout and 
train all staff and reinforce to 
use “best practice” Equipment 
decisions must be made for 
automated, semi-automated, or 
manual equipment. Decisions are 
to be made based on how to best 
achieve speed and accuracy for 
optimal customer service vs. cost 
and ROI.
        The solution must provide 
optimal customer service during 
the busiest times or you can fail the 
company’s customers when they 
need you the most.  

ONE: A WAREHOUSE IS REALLY A 
CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTER 

I t is essential to 
understand what types 
and levels of service the 

company’s customers require to 
run an effective warehouse and 
meet company goals One must 
understand how success is defined 
by their company to keep 
customers happy.
        Customer service goals must 
be clearly defined to plan properly, 
one must know required service 
levels including:
  Turnover time from order  

  receipt to delivery
  Special services required 

  by customer
  Shipping or trucking  

  requirements
  And always provide 

  100% accuracy
  Customer reporting  

  requirements

One must always be current and 
set up communication channels 
to get continuous feedback and 
updates from and to all key 
stakeholders via:
  Reporting
  Data updates
  Email
  Other internal company  

  communication systems

Should a crisis occur, a plan should 
be in place to best meet customer 
requirements prioritizing best 
customers first.
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M ost of us naturally like to 
avoid risks when we can; 
however, risk is a part of 

life. There are some risks we 
should avoid completely. Others we 
should prepare for, and there are 
risks that should actually be 
embraced.
        Risks such as trying to 
beat the yellow light through an 
intersection, smoking cigarettes, or 
not locking your doors should be 
eliminated from our lives. It costs 
nothing to eliminate these risks, 
and there is virtually no reward for 
accepting the risk. You can only 
evaluate a risk against the possible 
upside potential for taking the risk.
        If you are a prudent investor, 
you are accepting a certain amount 
of risk. As long as the potential 
profit is in line with the risk you’re 
taking, it is the mark of a quality 
investment. If you do not accept 
any investment risk, you are risking 
the fact that inflation throughout 
your working life will not erode 
your savings. As this is a virtual 
certainty, the riskiest thing you 
can do is to not accept a certain 
amount of investment risk.
        Once you’ve eliminated all 
the risks from your life that do 
not reward you, you must look 
at preparing for the risks you 
cannot avoid. In the modern 
world, we generally handle this 
type of risk with insurance. Most 
people cannot afford a lengthy 
hospital stay, a house fire, or 
having their car totaled. To 
handle these situations, we share 
the risk with other people in the 
form of insurance.
        You should never insure a risk 
that you can bear to take without 
insurance. For example, many 
extended warranties on appliances 

and electronics are simply insurance against a product failure. If you 
can afford to repair or replace an item, paying for warranties—in most 
cases—is an overpriced form of insurance. In much the same way, many 
people are driving a two- or three-thousand dollar car while they’re 
trying to get out of debt or build savings. If this is you, I applaud your 
sacrifice and would encourage you to evaluate your insurance needs. 
While you’re required to have liability insurance, it is probably not 
prudent to insure the value of your car because after you account for 
the deductible, and after the insurance company gives you the value 
remaining from your $2,000 car, you’ll find that the insurance probably 
wasn’t worth it.
        I consult for and coach a number of extremely wealthy families. In 
many cases, these people own life insurance they should not have. I’ve 
always believed that life insurance is misnamed because it doesn’t insure 
your life. The only valid use of life insurance is to pay off debt and 
replace income. If you have no debt, and your family would not suffer if 
your income were lost, there may be no reason to carry life insurance.
        In much the same way, you may want to consider raising the 
deductible on your car, health, and homeowner’s insurance. You may be 
paying an exorbitant amount of money to insure the first few hundred or 
few thousand dollars of a potential loss.

        We must learn to avoid the 
risks we can, embrace the ones 
we should, and properly manage 
the rest.
        As you go through your 
day today, remember risk is not 
your friend or your enemy. It’s a 
reality of life.
        Today’s the day! 
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S
een from above, 
these islands are 
like stunning 
organisms under 
the microscope. 
Indigo, aqua, 

yellow, and bottle green cellular 
blobs mesmerize the senses. The 
names might not ring a bell but they 
all have their own specialities. 

CORON ISLAND, PHILIPPINES. 
The third largest island of the 
Calamian Islands in northern 
Palawan, Coron Island is one 
of the most visited islands in 
Philippines. It is widely-known for 
its magnificent towering limestone 
formations and stunning lakes. The 
island consists of seven lakes which 
is acclaimed by the nation as the 
cleanest lakes. 
        Apart from that, the island 
is known for its World War II 
shipwreck diving. In September 
1944, a fleet of Japanese ships 
hiding in the harbor were sunk in 
a daring raid by the US Navy. As a 
result, the underwater shipwrecks 
have become a coral habitat and 
preserved. The site has been 
named in many lists of top dive 
spots in the world. KOH LIPE, THAILAND.

Located in southern Andaman Sea, 
60 kilometres off the mainland,  
Koh Lipe is a small L-shaped island 
in the Adang-Rawi archipelago. It  
is known as the party hub of 
Thailand for several reasons. The 
nightlife is very intense. Locals and 
tourists alike bed off very late. Cool 
bars grow like mushrooms, with 
names echoing the locale: Longtail 
Bar, Cozy Cove, Mia Luna, Reggae 
Bar etc.
        During the day, you can 
indulge in island activities like 
diving and snorkeling. Yong Hua 
Shipwreck, Stingray City, Hin 
Takorn Dukong and Stonehenge 
are the most notable dive points 
in the area. Sea kayaking and 
parasailing are also available. 
On land, you can go trekking as 
it will give you a chance to reach 
small beaches which will make 
you feel like Robinson Crusoe. 
And after all these strenuous 
activities, why not indulge 
yourself with a Thai massage. 

PHÚ QUỐC, VIETNAM
Fringed with white-sand beaches 
with large tracts still cloaked in 
dense tropical jungle, Phú Quốc 
(pronounced ‘foo kwok’) has 
rapidly morphed from a sleepy 
island backwater to a must-visit 
beach escape for sun-seeking 
tourists. Phú Quốc district 
consists of 28 islands, most of 
which are uninhabited while some 
are planned for development as 
private resorts. The island enjoys 
a year-round average temperature 
of 27°C. 
        The island is home to 108 spe-
cies of corals, 135 species of coral 
reef fish and 132 different types of 
mollusks. Wildlife enthusiasts can 
spot unique species of hawksbill 
turtle, green turtle and dugong. 
        The island has seen a steady 
boom in visitors since 2016, 
including a 77 percent annual 
increase. Vietnam aims to welcome 
3 million visitors a year by 2020. 
So there is still a bit of time to enjoy 
the turquoise beaches of this off-the-
beaten track island to yourself. 

NUSA PENIDA, INDONESIA. 
With rare birds are flying between 
the coconut trees and manta rays 
flying through the coastal corals, 
this place is definitely on top of the 
Indonesian bucket list for every 
beach bum. This island is all about 
exploring its lush nature and rough 
terrain. The incredibly impressive 
landscape of Kelingking Beach 
where you can see the pristine 
Indian Ocean will definitely take 
your breath away.   
        Scuba divers commonly 
encounter large marine species 
such as giant mantas, the Mola-
Mola (sunfish), and whale sharks. It 
is impossible to be bored with Nusa 
Penida. This island contains an 
inexhaustible number of dive sites 
for drift driving, and corals that are 
in magnificent health. 

BY 
RAEFAH AB 
RAHMAN PARADISE ISLANDS 
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MUSIC MOVIEBOOK

ROBIN HOOD 
GENRE: ACTION
CAST: TARON EGERTON, JAMIE FOXX, JAMIE DORNAN

T
aron Egerton plays as 
Robin of Loxley, a 
war-hardened Crusader 

and his Moorish commander (Jamie 
Foxx) mount an audacious revolt 
against the corrupt English crown in 
a thrilling action-adventure packed 
with gritty battlefield exploits, 
mind-blow-
ing flight 
choreogra-
phy and a 
timeless 
romance. 

SECOND ACT 
GENRE: ROMANCE, COMEDY 
CAST: JENNIFER LOPEZ, LEAH REMINI, VANESSA HUDGENS

A comedy movie in the vein of 
working girl and maid in 
Manhattan. Jennifer Lopez stars as 

Maya, a 40 year old woman struggling with 
frustration 
and 
unfulfilled 
dreams. 
Until, that 
is, she gets 
the chance 
to prove to 
Madison 
Avenue 
that street 
smarts are 
as valuable 
as book 
smarts and 
that us 
never too 
late for a 
‘second 
act’. 

RICH PEOPLE PROBLEMS  BY KEVIN KWAN 

W hat makes Kwan’s work so 
fascinating is that, against the 
odds, without nary a blonde-

haired, blue eyed protagonist in sight or 
even the slightest hint of an ethnic identity 
crisis, he found a successful formula. 
Rachel Chu, the American-born 
economics professor who falls in love with 
Nick Young, the assuming history 
professor who reluctantly reveals he is the 
heir to one of Singapore’s richest family. 
In Rich People Problems, Kwan triples 
down on his gilded playground with an 
impending 
death. Nick’s 
grandmother, 
the matriarch of 
Youngs, has 
fallen ill, 
bringing out 
aunties, uncles 
and cousins 
from every 
extended branch 
of the family tree 
seeking their 
share of her 
sprawling estate. 

IN PIECES  BY SALLY FIELD 

S ally Field is one of the most celebrat-
ed, beloved and enduring actors of 
our time and now she tells her story 

for the first time in this intimate and haunting 
literary memoir. In her own words, she writes 
about a challenging and lonely childhood, the 
craft that helped her find her voice, and a 
powerful emotional legacy that shaped her 
journey as a daughter and a mother. With 
genuine honesty, 
Sally Field brings 
readers behind 
the scenes for not 
only highs and 
lows of her 
star-studded early 
career in 
Hollywood, but 
deep into the 
truth of her 
lifelong relation-
ships including, 
most important-
ly, her compli-
cated love for her 
own mother. 

THERE’S NO WAY  BY LAUV FEAT. JULIA MICHAELS 

T he rising pop singer Lauv and Julia 
Michaels play out an ill-fated 
on-the-road romance in the video for 

their new single. The music video is just as 
bittersweet as the lyrics, centers around this 
exact scenario where both singers playing 
bandmates on tour who share an array of 
intimate moments. Lauv said in a interview, 
“For me the song is about meeting someone 
and immediately feeling the connection where 
you cannot help but have crazy chemistry, and 
though your lives do not quite line up in that 
moment, you know someday everything could 
go down between you two”. 

HIDE AND SEEK  BY KODALINE 

I reland’s band, Kodaline has 
already released two studio albums 
and more EP’s than can be counted 

on one hand. Hide and Seek has the vibe of 
one of those songs a teenager would listen to 
in summer when they feel free and on top of 
the world. Laced with a simple backdrop of 
piano, but built with a synthetic static beat 
for each of the choruses, it has an eerie, 
slighting haunting sound which fits with the 
words of sending an angel home. 
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T
he first of its kind in Malaysia, the Kuala Lumpur International Aerospace Business Convention (KLIABC) 2018 was held from 2-4 
October 2018 at MITEC. KLIABC is a biennial event showcasing Malaysia’s aerospace capabilities, as well as business matching 
between aircraft and OEM manufacturers, buyers, and suppliers. 

R
eturning by popular demand, the SME CEO Forum was held on 24 October at Aloft KL Sentral. Themed “Disruptive Innovation”, the 
CEO Forum brings together C-level executives and business owners to hear and share thoughts on best industry practises and burning 
issues of the day. The session covered issues on the digital economy such as fintech, blockchain, and industry innovation. 

KUALA LUMPUR INTERNATIONAL AEROSPACE BUSINESS CONVENTION

SME CEO FORUM 2018
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was in Shanghai last 
month on business. I 
have been visiting 
Shanghai at least once a 
year over the past two 
decades. Yet, I continue 
to be amazed by the pace 

at which the municipality is growing. 
        Two decades ago, the Pudong airport 
has just opened, and I remember the delight 
of taking the maglev train for the first time. 
There’s something magical about traveling 
at over 400 kilometres per hour in a train 
that’s literally floating on air. The focus on 
the Pudong side of the city was the sparkling 
new Oriental Pearl Tower and the Super 
Brand Mall opposite it – then the city’s largest 
shopping mall. Today, these two landmarks 
are overshadowed by the 128-storey Shanghai 
Tower and the equally majestic 101-storey 

World Financial Center. 
        Over on Puxi, the ‘older’ parts of 
Shanghai have also undergone their own 
renaissance. Pre-republic buildings that 
housed banks and government offices 
now host Michelin-starred restaurants and 
private clubs with shows that would put a 
blush on even the most seasoned of 1920s 
Shanghainese madames. The famed Xintiandi 
– heralded as a showcase of Shanghainese 
creativity has now matured into a cultural 
icon in the league of New York’s Greenwich 
Village and London’s Soho. 
        Whether you are on the older Puxi side 
of the famous Shanghai bund, or on the vast 
Pudong side – the energy and dynamism 
cannot be missed. 
        This is best encapsulated in the 
rush hour traffic in Shanghai Metro - the 
city’s maze-like subbway network. While 

Shanghainese can hardly be described as 
leisurely even during my first visit 20 years ago 
– the pace now rivals that of New York and 
Tokyo. A father could be seen telling his child 
to run, not walk. “Those who walk the fastest 
eat the fullest”, the father said to the son, in 
heavily-accented Mandarin. Indeed, everyone 
was constantly rushing – constrasting starkly 
to the leisurely pace that we have come to 
accept as the norm in our own country. 
        When Dr Mahathir visited China 
recently on his first official visit as Prime 
Minister for the second time, he knew he 
would be visiting a changed China – and 
one that will differ sharply from the one he 
remembered. Yet he was confident that he 
would have an advice or two for the world’s 
largest economy. But he came back a defeated 
man – and announced to all that we will 
never be able to catch up with China. 

WHAT WENT WRONG? Is it the case 
of us having lost twenty years through 
mismanagement and ‘positive’ discrimination, 
or is it a case of China simply displaying its 
true capability, hidden for decades under the 
veils of socialism? 
        We take pride in our latest mass rapid 
transit, which cuts travel to some parts of 
greater Kuala Lumpur by more than half. We 
take pride in our highways, which straddles 
both the northern and southern parts of the 
Peninsula. Yet we continue to forget that 
infrastructure alone does not beget growth. 
It is humans that power growth. And in that 
area, we are lagging far behind the likes of 
China, and even neighbouring Indonesia. 
        While we focused on building our 
Putrajayas and Cyberjayas, we have neglected 
the education of our children. So we now have 
investors that are leaving the country because 
they can’t get skilled workers, while we have 
Malaysians who are nominally skilled who 
couldn’t get jobs. We have birthed an entire 
generation of workers who are neither trained 
for the current industry, nor possess the soft 
skills to excel in a constantly changing world. 
        While overtime and after hours 
discussions are the norm in cities like 
Shanghai, it is a sure-fire way to get mass 
resignations in our own country. While the 
Chinese rate learning as their main career 
outcome, for Malaysians, that would inevitably 
be money. 
        And while that father in Shanghai 
encouraged his son to outrun everyone else, 
we are telling our children to be safe and 
follow the crowd. 
        One of Dr Mahathir’s favourite saying 
is that if you are far behind, you run twice 
as fast. But what do you do if those in front 
are even faster? You stop, train hard, equip 
yourself with the right running gear, get back 
into the race and never stop running. And 
that’s exactly what we must now do.  

 PERSPECTIVE William Ng is Group Publisher and Editor-in-Chief of Business Media International.  He can be reached at 
w.ng@businessmedia.asia or connect with him at 

www.facebook.com/williamngpage
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